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Preface

Even before the ink is dry, this report already has generated thoughtful
discussions of Kentucky’s relative position in the new economy, which
is based on knowledge, innovation and speed. Today there is an un-

precedented interest in asking the hard questions about how Kentucky can
best understand and grow its competitive advantage in this new type of
economy that is driven more by the knowledge base of Kentucky’s people
than by its natural resources.

This report cautions that “the past is a poor barometer of future success,
particularly in the area of innovation.” So even as Kentucky makes investments
in our greatest strengths, this is not enough to sustain an edge in an econo-
my that thrives on what once would have been considered “risky” invest-
ments in new arenas -- or in cross-sector activities that in the traditional
economy would never have been thought of as having anything in common.
While we cannot predict the next “winners” in this new economy, we can be
informed about our current realities through reports such as this one, and
begin to make informed investments in areas that show the greatest promise
when benchmarked against U.S. industry clusters demonstrating significant
growth.

Policymakers should not overlook investments in linkages between clus-
ters that may open up opportunities even where Kentucky’s existing base is
relatively small. An example is information services and software supporting
the transportation and shipping or vehicle manufacturing clusters.

A focus on local innovation need not mean focusing exclusively on "high
tech" industry as conventionally defined. There remain opportunities for de-
veloping higher technology, higher wage segments of traditional industries
such as metalworking, industrial machinery, construction materials, chemi-
cals and plastics, and wood products and furniture.

At the same time, Kentucky must invest in broad-based initiatives that
grow the entrepreneurial culture and economy and the technological and cre-
ative capacity of all of its companies (not just the “high tech” companies), from
which are emerging higher-wage, technology-based jobs requiring higher
order skills.
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Kentucky’s workforce development policy should be designed to “ratchet
up” the skill level of Kentucky workers by targeting training to growing sec-
tors that have workforce skill requirements slightly higher than those of de-
clining industries. The report contains data that can help inform such an effort.

Moreover, the new economy calls for sustained, targeted investments in
R&D and state-of-the-art technology to gain a deeper competitive stronghold
in areas of existing, technology-intensive strength. Without this, Kentucky won’t
be able to hold onto the competitive advantage of its current higher tech in-
dustry clusters, as other states move rapidly down the innovation pipeline to
nurture spin-offs and start-ups in these same areas.

The authors remind us to “not focus on what is successful within the
narrow confines of Kentucky, but rather Kentucky’s competitive position vis-
à-vis the national economy.” While we recognize that the data are necessarily
limited to U.S. industries, everyday we are reminded that the global economy
is as relevant to Kentucky as the national economy. Company headquarters
and R&D houses, often the source of “technology and innovation,” are not
only out-of-state, many times they are offshore.

The findings from the report illustrate how successful Kentucky’s efforts
have been in attracting external investment. Key high tech clusters are all in
heavier industry (appliances, vehicles, industrial machinery). The motor ve-
hicle manufacturing cluster, in particular, is large, diverse, and continues to
expand. It has been a major source of higher wage jobs for workers displaced
from the declining textiles, mining, and tobacco industries.

In general, though, there is comparatively little locally-based technology-
related activity or growth even in these higher tech sectors. Historically, eco-
nomic development strategies focused on business recruitment have proven
most successful when they have been used to leverage a sizable branch-ori-
ented manufacturing economy to nurture innovation and entrepreneurship.

At present, Kentucky’s most promising technology-oriented cluster strat-
egy may be to promote innovation and local start-ups in the vehicle manufac-
turing cluster and related clusters (such as metalworking and industrial ma-
chinery). A longer-term strategy might seek to boost innovation and growth
in information technology and communications services/software; both clus-
ters that are central to the U.S. technology economy yet remain very small in
Kentucky.

The biotechnology survey findings, though based on a small sample, sug-
gest that highly innovative companies see a need for greater state efforts to
solve impediments to technology-related growth (including venture capital
availability, workforce development, and supplier issues). Given the explosive
growth of the biotechnology and life science industry, the Commonwealth
should continue to take aggressive steps to support and build this area.

While the report contains a considerable volume of secondary data at a
high level of industrial and geographic detail, it also underscores the need for
better primary data on Kentucky’s industrial base. Unknown are differential
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rates of technology adoption across industries, specific impediments to growth
and competitiveness by sector, and the degree to which industries engage in
joint problem solving and other forms of networking. Many states are finding
that focused industry surveys and case studies are a necessary adjunct to studies
based on secondary federal and state data.

The scope of Kentucky’s innovation challenge is huge, given the rela-
tively small size of its technology base and the comparative lack of locally based
innovation. Although the Kentucky Innovation Act is bold in concept and de-
sign, many more resources will be needed to appreciably grow the state’s high
tech industries. Kentucky Clusters offers a perspective that is hard to ignore.

Kentucky Science and Technology Corporation
June 2001

KSTC wishes to thank the other members of the Clusters local project team for
their guidance and support in completing this study. They represented Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce, Kentucky Cabinet for Economic Development, Kentucky
EPSCoR, Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education, and Kentucky Manufac-
turing Assistance Center.

Barbara Flexter
This report is available on-line at www.kstc.com.
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Summary and
Recommendations for Action

I nterdependence is a critical feature of the modern knowledge economy.
Businesses are part of extended product value chains comprising their
primary and secondary suppliers, producer services providers, and sources

of capital equipment and external R&D. They share innovations and ideas with
other businesses, some of whom are direct competitors, and hire personnel
who gained valuable training and experience while working in other firms
and industries. They face joint challenges in the form of increasing globaliza-
tion and foreign competition, increasing complexity in workforce and envi-
ronmental regulation, and the growing scarcity of technically trained work-
ers. They share the benefits of publicly-financed infrastructure, quality pri-
mary and secondary schools, and well-planned communities that can attract
and hold skilled personnel and their families. The notion of solitary businesses
competing in isolation is a myth. Businesses do indeed compete. Neverthe-
less, their competitiveness is jointly determined with that of many other en-
terprises and organizations.

This study had its genesis in the view that private sector, state and local
government, educational institutions, and other organizations involved in as-
sisting and supporting firms in Kentucky can design and implement more ef-
fective and efficient programs by better understanding the link between in-
terdependence and competitiveness. Kentucky Clusters characterizes economic
interdependence in Kentucky through an industry cluster analysis. Industry
cluster analysis helps reveal unique areas of strength and weakness in the
state’s economy along with potential points of intervention for technology,
entrepreneurship, or other development programs. Ultimately, state agencies,
local development organizations, and educational institutions must work col-
lectively and in an integrated fashion if they are to broaden and expand exist-
ing clusters, as well as nurture those that are emerging or potential in the state.

Background
The recent Kentucky Innovation Act seeks to broaden and diversify Kentucky ’s
economy so that more knowledge- and technology-based industries grow and
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reach critical mass. The precursor to the Act,
Kentucky’s Science and Technology Strategy, noted:
“Using clusters as one means to help build eco-
nomic capacity in Kentucky does not imply a tra-
ditional means of assessing strengths. Analyzing
the strength or potential strength of a cluster
means evaluating its real assets—not necessar-
ily its current or historical products—but its
knowledge base or technology, both of which
could lead to multiple future economic sce-
narios.” More to the point, the Act emphasizes
the need to better understand the potential of
the Kentucky economy and envision scenarios
of broadbased strengths when it states that:

The General Assembly finds that
the general welfare and material well-
being of the citizens of the Common-
wealth depend on immediate action
to develop a strong, entrepreneurial
economy, characterized by knowl-
edge, innovation, and speed and that
it is in the best interests of the Com-
monwealth to promote research, inno-
vation and high-technology enter-
prises that utilize the higher-order
skills of an educated workforce (Ken-
tucky Innovation Act, 2000).

In support of searching out these new eco-
nomic scenarios, Kentucky Clusters was commis-
sioned by the Kentucky Science and Technology
Corporation (KSTC) in conjunction with its
project partners. Those partners, which include
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, Kentucky
Council on Postsecondary Education, Kentucky
Cabinet for Economic Development, Kentucky
EPSCoR (Experimental Program to Stimulate
Competitive Research), and Kentucky Manufac-
turing Assistance Center, are now lead players in
implementing the interrelated programs under
the Kentucky Innovation Act. Kentucky Clusters is
offered as a timely resource to help inform the
priority-setting for the use of targeted funding.

Methodology
Kentucky Clusters provides a detailed profile of
Kentucky ’s major manufacturing and non-
manufacturing industry clusters. At the core of
the analysis is a quantitative methodology,
termed benchmark cluster analysis, that has been
used to investigate inter-industry relationships
and trends in other regions and states in the U.S.
and Europe. Here, the original methodology is
extended to include a systematic look at the geo-
graphic location of key clusters in Kentucky and
neighboring border counties in Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Missouri, Tennessee, Virginia and West
Virginia. Also included are brief case studies of
three technology-oriented clusters believed to be
of keen importance for Kentucky ’s economic fu-
ture: motor vehicle manufacturing, information
technology, and biotechnology.

Industry clusters have become an increas-
ingly preferred means of understanding state
and regional economies and organizing devel-
opment activities. An industry cluster may be
defined very generally as a group of firms in
which each member ’s competitive success de-
pends on one, some, or all other members of the
group. Also often included in clusters are related
organizations (e.g., industry associations, train-
ing providers, educational institutions, develop-
ment and technical assistance agencies). The
principal features of an industry cluster are in-
terdependence and shared benefits. Businesses
in large, well-developed industry clusters ideally
enjoy ready access to supplies and equipment,
skilled labor, specialized infrastructure, and top-
quality technical and scientific personnel. Evi-
dence suggests that businesses in clusters ben-
efit from working jointly to solve collective prob-
lems while also engaging in direct competition.

There are a wide variety of approaches and
methods for detecting industry clusters. This
study ’s “benchmark” approach identifies clus-
ters based on value-chain and labor skill ties ir-
respective of location (i.e., for the entire U.S.).
The benchmark cluster definitions are then ap-
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plied to a detailed analysis of industrial trends
in Kentucky, with a view toward uncovering
unique economic strengths, weaknesses, and
potential development opportunities. Three
types of clusters are identified for the state—
value-chain clusters, high-technology value-
chain clusters, and labor-based clusters—and the
results compared to develop an overall set of
findings. Data from the report come primarily
from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and the
Kentucky Department for Employment Services,
supplemented with interviews of industry and
public officials and a survey of Kentucky biotech-
nology firms. The principal advantage of the
benchmark approach is the analytical support it
can provide for strategic planning for technol-
ogy development, industrial modernization, re-
cruitment and retention, and workforce training.

Findings
Overall, the picture of the state’s economy that
emerges from the report is as follows:

• Through its focus on attracting export-
oriented industries to the state, Kentucky
is showing some success in replacing its
traditional nondurable manufacturing
base with higher-wage, higher-technology
heavy industry and distribution activities.
That shift has meant better wages and
stable job opportunities for Kentucky
workers.

• Significantly under-developed in Ken-
tucky are knowledge-intensive industries
(such as information technology, software,
electronics, and pharmaceuticals) that are
driving output and wage growth else-
where in the U.S.

• The state’s leading clusters are therefore
in light and heavy manufacturing (some
of which are in decline both locally and
nationwide), rather than technology-

oriented areas. There are prospects for de-
veloping higher-wage elements of some
traditional clusters but the state must also
seek to nurture higher-technology clusters
that are currently nascent at best.

• Much of the state’s recent growth has
come from the location of branch manu-
facturing facilities of major U.S. and for-
eign companies, particularly in vehicle
manufacturing. Anecdotal evidence sug-
gests that headquarters and R&D facilities
are comparatively few. Policy attention
must therefore address the limitations in
the state’s capacity to host a diversity of
economic functions.

• Kentucky ’s major challenge over the next
decade will be to develop the R&D and in-
novation capacity, as well as an entrepre-
neurial climate, that will support the cre-
ation of more locally-based companies in
all existing and emerging clusters. Only
then will Kentucky begin to realize the full
benefits of its successful export-led devel-
opment strategy of the 1980s and 1990s.

Kentucky’s Value-Chain Clusters. An evalu-
ation of three criteria—absolute size, relative size,
and depth (a diversity of underlying sectors)—
identifies six specific value-chain clusters as ex-
isting or current industrial strengths in Kentucky:
tobacco manufacturing, fabricated textiles, mo-
tor vehicle manufacturing, aluminum, metal-
working and industrial machinery, and transpor-
tation, shipping, and logistics. The motor vehicle
manufacturing and industrial machinery indus-
tries are diverse and well-developed across both
high-tech and low-tech segments of their respec-
tive value chains. Transportation and shipping
activity in the state, led by the UPS hub in Louis-
ville, is a growing strength.

Among the six existing value-chain clusters,
aluminum and fabricated textiles employ the
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fewest workers. Growth in the aluminum clus-
ter over the 1990s has been very modest while
net employment in tobacco and textiles has de-
clined precipitously. Nevertheless, tobacco and
textile manufacturing remain significant concen-
trations of activity in the state and comprise
many efficient, competitive businesses. The two
clusters as a whole, however, are likely to con-
tinue to contract as many producers seek lower
cost locations in Latin America and overseas.

Emerging clusters are those that are grow-
ing strongly and show signs of obtaining critical
mass (if current trends continues) while poten-
tial clusters are those posting high rates of growth
but that remain relatively small. Construction
materials, food manufacturing, and wood prod-
ucts/furniture are emerging clusters that are
likely employing many semi-skilled workers dis-
placed from the declining tobacco, textiles, and

apparel industries. Also emerging are hospitals/
labs/specialized medical services, chemicals and
plastics, and boat building (one of the state’s lead-
ing rural-based clusters). Information technology
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Figure 1

Kentucky technology value chain cluster trends

Table 1

Kentucky Value Chain Clusters
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has only a modest presence in the state, though
its high rate of growth (due partly to its small
size) warrants its consideration as a potential
cluster.

Technology and Labor-Based Clusters. Defin-
ing clusters strictly among high-technology in-
dustries or on the basis of shared labor require-
ments generates insights complementary to that
of the core value-chain analysis. For example, the
state’s three existing technology-intensive clus-
ters are all composed of heavy industries (house-
hold appliances, motor vehicles, and industrial
machinery), while IT clusters (communications
services/software and information technology/
instruments) are classified as potential. The study
identified no emerging high-technology clusters,
that is, high-technology clusters that appear to
be approaching critical mass. Two of the state’s
emerging labor skill clusters pay comparatively
low wages: building products manufacturing
and specialized labor intensive (mobile homes,
furniture, fabricated metals, tires). The third, dis-
tribution and freight handling, pays high wages
and closely parallels growth in the transporta-
tion and shipping value chain.

Under-represented in Kentucky are labor
clusters with higher skill demands such as infor-
mation processing (life insurance, computer and
data processing, accounting), high end informa-
tion/business services (publishing, advertising,
legal services), electronics and measuring de-
vices, chemicals and pharmaceuticals, telecom-
munications and banking, securities, and science-
intensive (aerospace, communications services,
engineering services, and R&D labs). However,
three of those clusters—securities, science-
intensive, and information processing, grew rap-
idly during the 1990s. Employment in the secu-
rities cluster expanded by over 14 percent annu-
ally between 1989 and 1998, while the science-
intensive and information processing clusters
each grew by nearly 6 percent annually.

Clusters, Development Opportunities, and
Potential Replacement Industries. Kentucky Clus-

ters is a working document designed to support
additional analysis by state and local develop-
ment agencies. The benchmark clusters are use-
ful for identifying either development opportu-
nities in existing supply chains or growing in-
dustries with the same basic skill requirements
as those currently in decline. For example, the
information technology value-chain cluster in
Kentucky is dominated by relatively low-value,
low-wage segments such as information services
(back office processing and call centers) and a
single hardware sector (peripheral devices, an
industry dominated by one company). Under-
represented industries such as electronic com-
puters, software, and computer integrated sys-
tems design are potential development targets
where technical and market conditions permit.
The benchmark clusters help identify gaps in
value chains that might be filled with various de-
velopment strategies, from technology and en-
trepreneurship programs to traditional recruit-
ment.

The benchmark labor clusters can be used
to get a sense of the kinds of industries (and at
what wages) likely to employ displaced workers
given those workers’ average skill set. Twenty
industries posted significant net job losses in
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Supplementary Cluster Definitions
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Kentucky between 1989 and 1999. Over 12,000
jobs were lost in two industries alone: miscella-
neous office machines and knit underwear mills.
The average wage across all twenty declining
industries is $34,299, 112 percent of the $30,724
private sector average. The good news for Ken-
tucky is that declines in comparatively low-wage
industries are being offset by job gains in com-
paratively high-wage industries. The twenty sec-
tors with the largest net increases in employment
between 1989 and 1999 pay an overall average
wage of $47,847, 156 percent of the private sec-
tor average and 139 percent of the average
among the top declining sectors.

A problem, however, is that workers from
some declining sectors may not have the skills
necessary to obtain employment in the state’s
growth industries. The study found, for example,
that while the plastics and appliances industries
constitute higher-wage employment options for
displaced apparel workers, the growing food
manufacturing industry offers good employ-
ment opportunities for displaced tobacco work-
ers, but at lower wages.

Spatial Clusters and Cross-Border Linkages.
It is useful to know which clusters are more lo-
calized in specific areas of the state versus dis-
tributed more widely or with a more even rural-
urban distribution. Kentucky ’s economy should
also be understood in the context of a broader
region that encompasses parts of neighboring
states. The economies of the northern Kentucky
counties of Kenton, Campbell, and Boone have
close ties to southern Ohio and the Cincinnati
metro area as well as southeastern Indiana. Like-
wise, the economies of southern and southwest-
ern Indiana (particularly in the Louisville and
Evansville areas) and northern Tennessee (north
of Nashville) are linked to nearby Kentucky cit-
ies and counties, though to a more limited ex-
tent than in the case of the Cincinnati metro area.
Because industry clusters do not respect state
boundaries, it is necessary to broaden the focus
outside of Kentucky to fully understand emerg-
ing industrial trends and opportunities.

The study ’s spatial analysis indicates that
the degree of geographic concentration in
Kentucky ’s motor vehicle cluster is compara-

Figure 2
Regional clusters, motor vehicle manufacturing
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tively modest, though northern Kentucky,
greater Lexington, Henderson, Owensboro, and
Bowling Green constitute localized vehicle
manufacturing complexes. Generally, the auto-
motive industry has had a fairly broad geo-
graphic impact on the state. While the center of
the state (along Interstates 75, 65 and 64) enjoys
the bulk of motor vehicles-related employment,
the cluster also has a notable presence in west-
ern Kentucky. The generally dispersed pattern
is consistent with an automotive industry that is
still dominated by comparatively few large plants
located in peripheral locations where land and
labor costs are modest. As Kentucky ’s automo-
tive industry develops and the presence of sup-
pliers continues to grow, more spatial clustering
will likely be observed.

Two value-chain clusters that are highly
concentrated in the state are transportation, ship-
ping, and logistics and boat building. Transpor-
tation, shipping and logistics has its strongest
presence in the Louisville, northern Kentucky/
Cincinnati, and Evansville, Indiana areas. Boat
building (namely houseboats), while a fairly
small cluster, is an example of a strong rural clus-
ter with important linkages to similar clusters in
Tennessee. Kentucky ’s boat building cluster is
concentrated around Lake Cumberland west of
Interstate 75. The cluster benefits from proxim-
ity to similar production, as well as demand, in
eastern Tennessee. Other concentrations of boat
building activity are in Cincinnati/northern Ken-
tucky and southern Indiana.

Case Studies. The study examined in detail
one existing cluster (motor vehicles), one poten-
tial cluster (information technology), and one
cluster not captured by the benchmark method-
ology (biotechnology). The three clusters are
critical to Kentucky ’s future for different reasons.

Motor vehicles is one of the state’s core com-
petitive advantages as well as one of its largest
contributors to gross state product, employment,
and payroll. The emergence of vehicle produc-
tion in Kentucky has meant the location of top

flight international companies and their techni-
cal and management personnel (in both assem-
bly and supplier sectors), additional resources
and investments in college and university edu-
cation and training, and an image of the state
as a major player in a core global industry.
Kentucky ’s capitalization on the general south-
ern shift of U.S. vehicle production has resulted
in the strong growth of higher-wage, compara-
bly skilled jobs for workers displaced from the
declining textiles, apparel, and tobacco indus-
tries. Kentucky can make a credible claim to a
significant motor vehicles industry cluster, one
that is large and diverse in terms of its compo-
nent sectors and firms, has a strong technology
complement, has a significant rural-urban dis-
tribution, and is still expanding at a rapid clip.
Challenges to the long-term prosperity of
Kentucky ’s motor vehicles cluster include the
dominance of satellite-oriented branch plant pro-
duction and a relative a lack of Kentucky-based
R&D and innovation activities.

In contrast to motor vehicles, the informa-
tion technology cluster in Kentucky is neither
large nor diverse. In fact, it is dominated by com-
paratively few companies and lower technology
IT activities (back office processing and call cen-
ters). At present, its importance to the state de-
rives primarily from its central role in regional
and state economies everywhere: not only is IT
one of the fastest growing areas of the U.S.
economy, especially in software and computer
services, but it is also commonly viewed as an
“enabling” industry, that is, a supplier of critical
infrastructure and services for nearly every in-
dustry. While the IT “cluster” in Kentucky is un-
der-represented compared to national trends, it
is growing fast and will likely represent a source
of strong job growth for years to come.

The biotechnology industry has very clear
linkages to university research activities. There-
fore, it is a natural candidate for efforts to pur-
sue knowledge-based or innovation-oriented
economic development. Because commercial bio-
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technology activity is only now emerging in Ken-
tucky, its future as a competitive advantage in
the state remains uncertain. While the study iden-
tified some 40 biotech enterprises in the state,
many of those are extremely small and lack sig-
nificant resources. Findings from a survey of
biotech companies, undertaken as part of this
study, indicate that inadequate venture capital,
insufficient public sector support, an absence of
opportunities for interfirm collaboration, and a
lack of specialized suppliers are key concerns
among these companies.

Policy Considerations and Action Guides
Like many states, Kentucky must find ways to
aid its economy ’s gradual transition from a cost-
sensitive, labor-intensive industrial orientation to
more knowledge-based, higher-technology pro-
duction and services. The state has a consider-
able complement of higher-technology heavy
manufacturing on which to build (namely its
motor vehicle cluster, but also related sectors/
clusters that are benefiting from the growth of

vehicle manufacturing in the state).  To begin to
capture the full benefits of its manufacturing
industry, as well as to spur entrepreneurial ac-
tivity and innovation in knowledge-based manu-
facturing and non-manufacturing industries, the 
state must focus more on generating growth
from within. That requires support for univer-
sity R&D, technology transfer, incubators, net-
working initiatives, technical training programs, 
and other initiatives that fall under the general
rubric of technology-related economic develop-
ment. Technology-related economic develop-
ment is the object of the Kentucky Innovation
Act.

This study is designed to provide both find-
ings and tools useful for helping to guide the
implementation of the Kentucky Innovation
Act and related initiatives aimed at building
Kentucky ’s innovation economy. Offered next 
are policy considerations and potential action
steps for using the data and results provided in
this report.

Figure 3
Identified Kentucky biotechnology companies
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• The past is a poor barometer of future suc-
cess, particularly in the area of innovation.
So, targeted development based on exist-
ing strengths is only part of the picture.
Indeed, this report identifies a number of
key Kentucky clusters that can serve as
focus areas of the state’s development
strategy, such as motor vehicles, industrial
machinery, the rapidly growing transpor-
tation and shipping cluster, and even the
state’s growing potential in the informa-
tion technology arena. Yet broad-based
initiatives are also needed. While the state
would do well to identify and invest in key
technology growth areas (perhaps by

building R&D capacity and infrastructure
in promising disciplines in the universi-
ties), some technology and entrepreneur-
ship strategies must also be designed to
encourage and nurture start-ups and
growth regardless of sector.

• The findings from the report illustrate
how successful Kentucky ’s focus on at-
tracting external investment has been. Key
high tech clusters are all in heavier indus-
try (appliances, vehicles, industrial ma-
chinery). The motor vehicle manufactur-
ing cluster, in particular, is large, diverse,
and continues to expand. It has been a

Table 3
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major source of higher wage jobs for work-
ers displaced from the declining textiles,
mining, and tobacco industries.

Historically, economic development strat-
egies focused on business recruitment have
proven most successful when they have
helped build the resources and infrastruc-
ture necessary to nurture locally-based
start-ups and spin-offs in higher technol-
ogy industries. Kentucky ’s challenge is to
find ways to leverage its sizable branch-
oriented manufacturing economy along
these lines.

• Do not focus on what is successful within
the narrow confines of Kentucky, but rather
Kentucky ’s competitive position vis-à-vis
the national economy. Unlike many cluster
studies, the present report focuses on
Kentucky ’s industrial strengths relative to
U.S. averages and trends. Thus the identi-
fied existing clusters are those that are not
simply large in the state, but those that rep-
resent real specializations in the context of
the national economy.

• Create industry associations that can lead
cluster strategies. A successful strategy in
other states has been the creation of indus-
try associations designed to establish a com-
mon identity among cluster firms and to
provide a venue for shared information and
joint problem-solving. Findings from this
report suggest who the members of such
associations might be (in terms of specific
sub-industries).

• Utilize expertise from the private sector. No
one but businesses themselves can provide
better information on inter-industry link-
ages and current practices regarding sup-
plier contracting, technical locational re-
quirements, modernization and training

needs, and potential growth markets. Ad-
visory groups of local business leaders can
provide help in interpreting specific find-
ings in this study as well as any subsequent
findings generated from data reported here.

• In designing specific strategies, evaluate
local technological and market constraints
to the expansion of each cluster, perhaps
through additional case study work along
the lines of the biotechnology case in the
report. The Biotechnology survey instru-
ment created for this study can be easily
modified for additional industries and ad-
ministered via mail or Internet.

• Identify university research strengths by
discipline. Such an analysis would serve as
a valuable complement to the cluster find-
ings. Clusters of university strengths could
then be compared to industry clusters iden-
tified here to isolate specific areas of joint
academic/industrial competitive advan-
tages that may warrant further investments
in innovation and R&D.

• Do not just read, but also use, this report.
The benchmark cluster analysis is as much
an analytical tool as it is a means of deriv-
ing a single set of findings. Employed on
an ongoing basis, industry cluster analysis
can help community colleges develop and
target better training programs and local
industrial extension offices design and tar-
get services. Buyer/supplier conferences
can be organized to connect local buyers
with suppliers in the state (an import re-
placement strategy). Entrepreneurship
strategies (e.g., incubators, venture capital
efforts) can be directed to industries that
might serve as suppliers to or customers of
major regional companies. The data pro-
vided here can help support such efforts.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

Interdependence is a critical feature of the modern knowledge economy.
Businesses are part of extended product value chains comprising their
primary and secondary suppliers, producer services providers, and sources

of capital equipment and external R&D. They share innovations and ideas with
other businesses, some of whom are direct competitors, and hire personnel
who gained valuable training and experience while working in other firms
and industries. They face joint challenges in the form of increasing globaliza-
tion and foreign competition, increasing complexity in workforce and envi-
ronmental regulation, and the growing scarcity of technically trained work-
ers. They share the benefits of publicly-financed infrastructure, quality pri-
mary and secondary schools, and well-planned communities that can attract
and hold skilled personnel and their families. The notion of solitary businesses
competing in isolation is a myth. Businesses do indeed compete. Neverthe-
less, their competitiveness is jointly determined with that of many other en-
terprises and organizations.

This study had its genesis in the view that the private sector, state and
local government, educational institutions, and other organizations involved
in assisting and supporting firms in Kentucky can design and implement more
effective and efficient programs by better understanding the link between in-
terdependence and competitiveness. Kentucky Clusters characterizes economic
interdependence in Kentucky through an industry cluster analysis. Industry
cluster analysis helps reveal unique areas of strength and weakness in the
state’s economy along with potential points of intervention for technology,
entrepreneurship, or other development programs. Ultimately, state agencies,
local development organizations, and educational institutions must work col-
lectively in an integrated fashion if they are to broaden and expand existing
clusters, as well as nurture those that are emerging or potential in the state.

Background
The recent Kentucky Innovation Act seeks to broaden and diversify Kentucky’s
economy so that more knowledge- and technology-based industries grow and
reach critical mass. The precursor to the Act, Kentucky’s Science and Technol-
ogy Strategy, noted: “Using clusters as one means to help build economic ca-
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pacity in Kentucky does not imply a traditional
means of assessing strengths. Analyzing the
strength or potential strength of a cluster means
evaluating its real assets—not necessarily its cur-
rent or historical products—but its knowledge
base or technology, both of which could lead to
multiple future economic scenarios.” More to the
point, the Act emphasizes the need to better
understand the potential of the Kentucky
economy and envision scenarios of broad-based
strengths when it states that:

The General Assembly finds that the
general welfare and material well-being of
the citizens of the Commonwealth depend
on immediate action to develop a strong,
entrepreneurial economy, characterized by
knowledge, innovation, and speed and that
it is in the best interests of the Common-
wealth to promote research, innovation and
high-technology enterprises that utilize the
higher- order  ski l l s  of  an educated
workforce (Kentucky Innovation Act, 2000).

In support of searching out these new eco-
nomic scenarios, Kentucky Clusters was commis-
sioned by the Kentucky Science and Technology
Corporation (KSTC) in conjunction with its
project partners. Those partners, which include
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, Kentucky
Council on Postsecondary Education, Kentucky
Cabinet for Economic Development, Kentucky
EPSCoR (Experimental Program to Stimulate
Competitive Research), and Kentucky Technol-
ogy Service, are now lead players in implement-
ing the interrelated programs under the Ken-
tucky Innovation Act. Kentucky Clusters is offered
as a timely resource to help inform the priority
setting for targeted funding.

The report provides a detailed profile of
Kentucky ’s major manufacturing and non-
manufacturing industry clusters. At the core of
the analysis is a quantitative methodology
(termed benchmark cluster analysis) that has been
used to investigate inter-industry relationships
and trends in other regions and states in the U.S.
and Europe. Here, the original methodology is
extended to include a systematic look at the geo-

graphic location of key clusters in Kentucky and
neighboring border counties in Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Tennessee, Virginia and West Virginia.
Also included are brief case studies of three
technology-oriented industries of vital impor-
tance for Kentucky’s economic future: motor
vehicle manufacturing, information technology,
and biotechnology. The report focuses princi-
pally on trends in the industrial sector.

Approaches to Industry Cluster Analysis
An industry cluster may be defined very gener-
ally as a group of firms in which each member ’s
competitive success depends on one, some, or
all other members of the group. Also often in-
cluded in clusters are related governmental and
non-profit organizations (e.g. industry associa-
tions, training providers, educational institu-
tions, development and technical assistance
agencies). The principal features of an industry
cluster are interdependence and shared benefits:
businesses in large, well-developed industry
clusters enjoy ready access to supplies and equip-
ment, skilled labor, specialized infrastructure,
and top-quality technical and scientific person-
nel. Evidence suggests that businesses in clus-
ters benefit from working jointly to solve collec-
tive problems while also engaging in direct com-
petition.

In principle, industry clusters can help state
and regional economic development profession-
als design strategies that capitalize more effec-
tively on unique economic advantages. In prac-
tice, identifying industry clusters is notoriously
difficult. First, state- and regional-level data on
linkages and relationships between firms and
other organizations are sparse to non-existent.
Second, the often underappreciated complexity
of the cluster concept itself, as well as the sig-
nificant variation in the policies and strategies
that clusters might inform, dictate that no single
methodology is appropriate for all policy needs.

In the end, industry cluster analysis is sim-
ply a means of making sense—in a way that ac-
counts for important industrial interdependen-
cies—of a state’s or region’s existing and emerg-
ing economic assets. Contrary to received wis-
dom in economic development practice and the
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academic literature, one can and should ap-
proach industry cluster analysis in very differ-
ent ways depending on its intended policy uses.
Since the types of interdependencies between
firms vary, so should the ways in which clusters
are defined, identified, and characterized.

With that in mind, this report adopts a dual
approach to cluster analysis that focuses on two
critical types of business interdependence. The
first is value-chain linkage. Value-chain clusters
consist of groups of industries that make up ex-
tended product chains (end-market producers
and first-, second,- and third-tier suppliers). A
well-known example in Kentucky is the automo-
tive manufacturing industry, with its major as-
semblers (Toyota, Ford, and GM) and many core
suppliers (e.g. Hitachi, Dana Spicer). Value chains
are the conduits through which many ideas,
technologies, and innovations flow, in addition
to goods and services. Firms in value-chain clus-
ters face many of the same broad economic con-
cerns related to technological change, workforce
development, and regulatory and tax issues.

Value-chain clusters can be a useful analyti-
cal tool. They are detailed enough to support

efforts to shift the industrial base to meet objec-
tives such as expanding high-technology indus-
tries, increasing wages, and reducing depen-
dence on manufacturing. By investigating the
relative presence of given value chains in Ken-
tucky, one can identify gaps in supply chains that
might be filled through recruiting or entrepre-
neurship (“home-grown”) business development
strategies. Using data on occupational labor de-
mands it is also possible to identify the skill needs
of specified target industries. Such information
permits the isolation of industries that represent
a good “fit” for the state given its present indus-
trial and human capital structure.

The second type of interdependence is
shared labor skill requirements. Labor skill clus-
ters consist of groups of industries that draw
from the same basic labor pools. Since they com-
bine sectors from different value chains, they
reveal a slightly different and unique picture of
a state’s economic strengths and weaknesses. The
value of viewing industrial interdependence in
terms of shared human capital needs is become
more and more evident as the economies of states
and regions across the U.S. transition from a fo-

Figure 1.1

Kentucky cities and highways
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cus on low-cost, efficient production to flexible,
knowledge-intensive activities where continued
innovation is paramount.

Organization of the Document
Findings of the report are summarized in six
chapters, with detailed data tables and extensive
supplementary material provided in two appen-
dices.

Chapter 2 sets the stage by briefly summa-
rizing recent basic trends in population, employ-
ment, and income for the economy as a whole
and for selected two- and three-digit Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) sectors.

Chapter 3 describes the benchmark ap-
proach to industry cluster analysis.

Chapter 4 identifies Kentucky’s major ex-
isting, emerging, and potential value-chain and
labor skill clusters on the basis of employment
and payroll trends over the 1989 to 1999 period.
It also discusses specializations and gaps in se-
lected value chains, and identifies growth sec-
tors in Kentucky that share the same basic labor-
skill requirements as the major declining indus-
tries.

Chapter 5  investigates the spatial distribu-
tion of key value-chain clusters by county in
Kentucky along with surrounding counties in the
neighboring states of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Ten-
nessee, Virginia and West Virginia. A short sec-
tion examines cluster trends in the Cincinnati
metropolitan area and discusses linkages to
Northern Kentucky.

Chapter 6 reports the results of case stud-
ies of three clusters: one existing (vehicle manu-
facturing), one potential (information technol-
ogy), and one that is of vital policy interest but
cannot be captured with typical data sources
(biotechnology).

The appendices contain cluster definitions,
detailed and supplementary data tables, maps
of cluster employment by county, a copy of the
Kentucky Biotechnology Company Survey in-
strument, and a copy of the case study interview
protocol.
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CHAPTER TWO

Kentucky’s Changing Economy

Like many other states, particularly those in the southeast, Kentucky’s
economy is shifting from a heavy dependence on cost-sensitive, tradi-
tional manufacturing to one in which various technology industries

and producer and consumer services assume a larger role. Kentucky has en-
joyed moderate economic growth over the last ten years, despite facing sig-
nificant layoffs in its textile, apparel, tobacco, and mining industries. The gap
between average per capita income in the U.S. and Kentucky is narrowing and
average real wages in the state are on the rise. Yet contractions in many core
sectors continue, and the recent slowing of demand for cars and light trucks
has significant implications for Kentucky, where a sizable vehicle manufactur-
ing industry has emerged as a major economic engine. The state thus faces
several challenges: find immediate new high-wage job opportunities for dis-
placed workers in declining industries, weather any slowdown in automotive
manufacturing, and sustain investments in science and technology infrastruc-
ture. The third challenge is imperative for maintaining the competitive posi-
tion of Kentucky in a U.S. economy that is increasingly driven by technology-
based industries and knowledge-intensive advanced services.

Population, Income and Unemployment
With a population of 4.04 million in 2000, Kentucky is the 25th largest state.
Population growth over the 1990 to 2000 period was a solid but modest 9.7
percent (compared to 17.3 percent in the South and 13.2 percent nationwide).
Year by year estimates show that the state has gradually grown slower than
the U.S. as a whole and the broader southeast since the 1992 recession. Ken-
tucky was the 28th fastest growing state in terms of population over the last
decade, outpacing only Louisiana and West Virginia in the U.S. South.

Job and output growth have been comparatively stronger. Full- and part-
time jobs expanded by 20 percent between 1989 and 1998, compared to 16.7
percent in the U.S. as a whole. Kentucky’s annual real expansion in gross do-
mestic product has also significantly outpaced the nation’s since the 1992 re-
cession (4.3 versus 3.5 percent).

At the time of this writing, unemployment in Kentucky stood at 3.9 per-
cent, slightly below the nation’s 4.0 percent. Per capita income was $22,183 in
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1998, roughly 81 percent of U.S. average per
capita income (at $27,203). That is an important
relative improvement since 1989, when the Ken-
tucky per capita income was 78 percent of the
U.S. average. Since Kentucky’s cost of living is
reasonably close to the U.S. average, much of the
difference in per capita incomes can be attrib-
uted to the state’s current relative concentration
of activity in low-wage industries.

The Shifting Industrial
Mix and Key Industries
Like much of the rest of the U.S., Kentucky’s
economy is evolving away, albeit slowly, from a
predominance of manufacturing activity toward
more producer and consumer services (see Fig-
ure 2.1). Manufacturing accounted for about 26
percent of the state’s earnings payments in 1998,
down from 29 percent in 1989. Compare that to
the national economy where manufacturing
earnings were just 20 percent of the total in 1998
and services accounted for a full 34 percent.

Table 2.1 reports basic trends in selected
industries in the state (excluding primarily lo-
cal-serving industries such as retail trade, gov-
ernment, and personal services). Among the
state’s largest industries are hospitals and labs
(79,245 employees in 1999), motor vehicle manu-
facturing (39,195 employees), financial institu-
tions (38,176 employees), and industrial machin-
ery and equipment (37,199 workers). Large in-
dustries with net job losses in excess of 5,000
workers between 1989 and 1999 include mining,
apparel, electronics, and textiles. Tobacco manu-
facturing employment fell by roughly half over
the period and now accounts for slightly under
3,000 Kentucky jobs.

In relative terms, leading employment
growth sectors over the 1989 to 1999 period were
transportation services, real estate offices, com-
puter and data processing services, motor vehicle
production, and air courier services. Comparing
the size of various Kentucky industries to the U.S.
industrial mix using 1998 employment location
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Figure 2.1
Industrial transition in Kentucky
Share of total earnings by sector (government not shown) Source: BEA
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quotients, it is clear that growing and emerging
specializations in motor vehicles, primary met-
als, rubber and plastics, hospitals and labs, and
even boat building (namely houseboats) are re-
placing long-term specializations in tobacco

manufacturing, mining, petroleum and coal, and
apparel.

The following chapters investigate eco-
nomic trends after re-sorting industries into
value-chain and labor skill clusters.

Table 2.1

Summary Data, Basic Industry Trends, Kentucky
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he most common approach to industry cluster analysis involves three
steps.1  First, measures of size, concentration, and growth are used to
identify large and/or high-performing sectors. Second, those sectors

are grouped into clusters based on judgment or secondary information about
their local interdependence.2  Third, related and supporting organizations and
institutions that may have some bearing on the performance of the enterprises
in the cluster are identified (e.g., universities, training agencies, industry asso-
ciations, etc.). The result is a set of key industry clusters as they exist at the
time of the study.

In many states and regions, such an approach has severe limitations. First,
it often reveals little about key industries of interest (e.g., information technol-
ogy, health sciences, high-tech manufacturing, etc.) simply because such sec-
tors are not yet as large—in relative or absolute terms—as other industries.
Second, it ignores the fact that in many industries local ties are not a signifi-
cant determinant of competitiveness. The branch plant manufacturer produc-
ing a standardized good is an example. Its principal linkages are with its head-
quarters, suppliers, and equipment vendors, all of which may be located in
another region or state. Finding clusters is relatively straightforward in places
like Silicon Valley, New York City, or Los Angeles. However, cluster analysis
that generates real policy implications for more traditional economies with
comparatively little technology-related activity is more difficult.

The Current Study
In a restructuring economy—one in which traditional industries remain domi-
nant and knowledge-intensive sectors dependent on strong local linkages are
only beginning to attain critical mass—a benchmarking approach to industry
cluster analysis can contribute insights the typical approach cannot. The
benchmarking method begins by identifying major industry clusters—groups
of interdependent and related sectors—for the U.S. economy as a whole using
detailed secondary data on inter-industry linkages or relationships. Then, the
distribution, composition, and performance of such clusters are examined in
the state or region in question.3

CHAPTER THREE

Benchmark Industry Cluster Analysis

T
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There are three critical dimensions of the industry
cluster concept. The first is interdependence or link-
age. By definition, clusters comprise interdepen-
dent or linked business enterprises. That interde-
pendence may be formal or informal. It may de-
rive from presence in common value chains (i.e., end
market producers and their suppliers), the utiliza-
tion of similar labor or workforce skills (dependence
on joint labor pools), the adoption of similar technolo-
gies, or the exchange of knowledge and innovations. The
first order of business in an industry cluster study
is determining the appropriate measure of inter-
dependence given policy concerns at hand.

The second dimension is time or stage of de-
velopment. Industry clusters may be defined as ex-
isting, emerging, or potential. Existing clusters are
those that have obtained critical mass: they are large
in both absolute and relative terms and are diverse
(multiple elements or sectors of the cluster are
present). Existing clusters, which may be expand-
ing or contracting over any given period, are usu-
ally easily recognized as the leading industrial spe-
cializations in the given state or region. Examples
in Kentucky are the declining textiles cluster and
the growing motor vehicles cluster.

Emerging clusters are clusters that will likely
attain critical mass if current trends continue. An
example in Kentucky is transportation and ship-
ping, a key industry in Louisville that has a limited
presence in the rest of the state. Potential clusters
are more speculative than emerging clusters. In a
potential cluster, few related industries may be
present or the cluster may be dominated by just a
few large firms. In a potential cluster, there is op-
portunity but conditions favorable to the actual
emergence of the cluster are uncertain. An example
is information technology, a potential Kentucky
cluster that, although small in relative terms, has
an important anchor in Lexmark and has been
growing steadily over the last ten years.

It is important to realize that the designation
of a cluster as “emerging” or “potential” is based
on an analysis of past trends and does not consti-
tute an endorsement of “winners” or future spe-
cializations in the state that necessarily deserve
policy attention. In many cases, it may make sense
for states and regions to focus effort on arresting
decline in traditional clusters rather than spurring
growth in new ones. In other cases, emerging clus-
ters may constitute future competitive advantages
that would benefit from public investments in tra-
ditional or technology infrastructure, workforce
development programs, technical assistance, and
the like. Either way, the decision about where to
target scarce development resources must be based
on an assessment of trade-offs and opportunity
costs associated with different actions and a degree
of caution with respect to future economic trends.

The third dimension of the industry cluster
concept is geography or space. Some clusters are
concentrated in particular regions. Others are dis-
tributed across multiple regions. Like state and re-
gional economies, industry clusters rarely follow
defined administrative boundaries (e.g. counties or
political divisions). In an increasingly global
economy, some companies’ most important link-
ages are non-local ones; such businesses are mem-
bers of global networks of production—worldwide
clusters—which are as critical to their competitive-
ness as any local cluster.

Some cluster studies focus on identifying
strictly localized clusters, employing the implicit as-
sumption that local ties are more crucial to the com-
petitiveness of area businesses than non-local ties.
Others, the present one included, use a market logic
to identify interdependent businesses irrespective
of location and then search for geographical con-
centrations of such businesses.
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Figure 3.1
Identifying industry clusters: 3 dimensions
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While the usual analytical approach focuses
mainly on what a state or region does have at the
current time, the benchmarking method identi-
fies what is emerging and what an economy could
have, perhaps with properly focused develop-
ment policy. For example, it is well known that
tobacco, textiles, and apparel are key clusters in
Kentucky. The more important question is
whether higher-technology and higher-wage
industry segments can be developed within
those clusters. To find the answer, one has to
know what those segments are. They simply can-
not be found by looking in a place where they
have not yet developed.

Two Sets of Clusters
Two major types of benchmark clusters are used
here: value-chain clusters and labor skill clusters.
The clusters were derived from statistical analy-
ses of three sets of data: the Benchmark Input-
Output Accounts of the United States, the U.S. Staff-
ing Patterns Matrix, and detailed occupational
characteristics data maintained by the U.S. De-
partment of Labor. The benchmark clusters are
essentially alternative industry classification
schemes to which secondary data on employ-
ment, wages, etc. may be applied. In the report,
most attention is focused on the value-chain clus-
ters; trends based on the labor cluster definitions
are used primarily as a supplement to gain addi-
tional insight into the competitive strengths and
weaknesses of the Kentucky economy.

Benchmark
Value-Chain Clusters
The principal source of infor-
mation for deriving bench-
mark value chains is the
Benchmark Input-Output Ac-
counts of the United States. In-
put-output data provide a
useful characterization of
trading patterns and general
technological similarities be-
tween all U.S. industries, but
with a particular emphasis
on manufacturing sectors.
Because human capital is the

principal input in many non-manufacturing in-
dustries, we supplemented the input-output-
based analysis by using staffing patterns infor-
mation to group sectors according to shared oc-
cupational labor requirements. We then used
other sources of industry information and pro-
fessional judgment to reconcile the results de-
rived from the two data sources.

Value-chain clusters are therefore groups of
industries that fall into the same broad product
chain (final market producers and their first-,
second-, and third-tier supplier sectors) or, for
industries that do not trade significantly in physi-
cal goods, that draw from the same broad labor
pool. The latter include legal services, banking
and advertising, and transportation services and
logistics. See Appendix Table 1 for the sectors
comprising each cluster.

We excluded from the analysis those sec-
tors that are largely local-serving, including per-
sonal services, construction (though not con-
struction equipment), retail, wholesale, govern-
ment, and education. Farming is also excluded,
primarily because of lack of appropriate data. In
essence, our investigation is restricted to those
industries with the greatest potential to export
goods or services outside the state or particular
region in question.

Technology Value-Chain Clusters. To recog-
nize the full range of strengths in the economy
while also focusing on high-technology busi-
nesses, we developed two sets of benchmark
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Summary of benchmark cluster methodology
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value-chain clusters. We derived the first from a
statistical analysis of interdependence among all
potential export sectors in the U.S. economy.4

That analysis revealed 28 clusters, ranging from
metalworking and industrial machinery to phar-
maceuticals. Many of the 28 benchmark clusters
comprise both high-tech and low-tech sectors
while some sectors are members of multiple clus-
ters. For example, the software industry is a
member of both the information technology/in-
struments and hospitals/labs/specialized medi-
cal services clusters. Appendix Table 2 reports the
detailed makeup of each technology cluster.

We derived a second set of benchmark clus-
ters by statistically analyzing interdependence
only among high-technology industries. That
effort identified eight benchmark technology
clusters, where each comprises individual high-
tech industries that are most closely linked due
to value-chain relationships. Note that the
benchmark technology clusters are not simply
direct high-tech subsets of the general industry
clusters. For example, the wiring industry is most
closely tied to metalworking and industrial ma-
chinery when we investigate relationships
among all industries. But wiring falls into an in-
formation technology and instruments cluster
when we examine only relationships among
high-tech sectors.

Some sectors essentially stand alone; that
is, they have few significant ties with other in-
dustries. An example is the pharmaceuticals in-
dustry, which, as defined by the federal govern-
ment’s classification system, is essentially self-
contained. Put differently, pharmaceuticals com-
panies tend to interact—at least in terms of trad-
ing ties—mainly with other pharmaceuticals
companies. Thus, the pharmaceuticals “cluster”
is made up of only pharmaceuticals industries.
Other features of the clusters are the following:

• They comprise industries in detailed four-
digit Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) system categories that span two-digit
sectors. For example, industries that fall
into ten two-digit sectors (from furniture
and fixtures, SIC 25, to instruments, SIC

38) are members of the metalworking and
industrial machinery cluster.

• They generally cover less than 50 percent
of all employment in a state, given that
they exclude primarily local-serving in-
dustries, government, mining, and agri-
culture. However, the industries they do
cover are major drivers of the economy.

• They are not mutually exclusive; sectors
are members of multiple clusters since
many industries have ties with a very di-
verse array of sectors. While convenient
for analytical purposes, mutual exclusiv-
ity would contradict the notion of inter-
dependence that is at the heart of the clus-
ter concept.

• The set of revealed clusters is influenced
by limitations in the federal government’s
industry classification system. Some fast-
growing technology industries—such as
biotechnology and specialized informa-
tion technology—are not easily detected
in the analysis since many such sectors did
not exist when the last revision of the SIC
system was released. Such industries are
captured in the pharmaceuticals and hos-
pitals/medical technologies clusters, as
well as chemicals and plastics (due to the
presence of agricultural chemicals). This
problem, in part, motivated the conduct
of the biotechnology case study reported
in Chapter 6.

• The statistical procedures used to develop
the benchmark clusters include factor
analysis and hierarchical cluster analysis.
A supplementary appendix describing
methodological issues in more detail is
available.5  An important feature of the
clusters is that they are based on a system-
atic rather than arbitrary analysis of ob-
served ties between industries.
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The Value-Chain Clusters in Detail. Table 3.1
lists the 28 general U.S. benchmark clusters along
with basic payroll, wage, and employment in-
formation. The largest cluster in the U.S. in terms
of employment is printing and publishing.
Nearly 9.3 million Americans work in the vari-
ous industries that make up the cluster. Its large
size can be explained in part by the inclusion of
the hospitals and software industries. Hospitals
are a major consumer of paper products, from
printed forms, gowns, and sheets, to sanitary
products, packaging, bags, and cleaning sup-
plies. The demands of hospitals and medical ser-
vices providers have driven the development of
some higher-value paper goods. The software

and computer services industry is a major sup-
plier to the publishing industry but is also closely
tied to hospitals and medical services (including
via the emerging field of bioinformatics). Thus,
the printing and publishing cluster runs the
gamut from resource extraction and physical
commodity production to information technology.

Among other large U.S. clusters are hospi-
tals/labs/specialized medical services, metalwork-
ing and industrial machinery, information tech-
nology and instruments, banking and advertis-
ing, transportation/shipping/logistics, construc-
tion materials, motor vehicle manufacturing,
chemicals and plastics, and packaged food
products.
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Table 3.1
U.S. Benchmark Value-Chain Clusters
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Figure 3.3

Nationwide value-chain cluster trends
Employment, 1989-1998
(see Table 3.1)

Table 3.2
U.S. Benchmark Technology Clusters
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Figure 3.3 summarizes broad employment
and wage trends in the clusters over the 1989 to
1998 period. During the 1990s, knowledge-
intensive and/or technology-intensive clusters
such as hospitals and labs, information technol-
ogy, printing and publishing, securities and in-
surance, and pharmaceuticals have been expand-
ing while lower-technology, traditional clusters
are growing slowly or declining. An important
exception is aerospace, a technology-intensive
cluster that posted significant job losses over the
period because of reductions in federal defense
spending.

Table 3.2 lists the eight benchmark technol-
ogy clusters. Among the largest high-technology
clusters in the country are information technol-
ogy and instruments, communications services
and software, motor vehicle manufacturing, and
chemicals and plastics. Note that when linkages
between all industries—high-tech and low-
tech—are examined, communications services
and software does not fall out as a distinct clus-

ter (rather, as enabling technologies, many com-
munications services and software sectors fall
into multiple general industry clusters; see Table
3.1 and the cluster definitions in Appendix 1).
The cluster stands alone only when the focus is
restricted to technology-intensive sectors. Like-
wise, medical technologies (which includes sur-
gical instruments and equipment) is with phar-
maceuticals and testing laboratories when the
analysis is limited to high-tech sectors.

Among the fastest-growing technology
clusters in the country are communications ser-
vices and software and information technology
and instruments. Both are among the highest-
wage tech clusters in the U.S. (see Figure 3.4).
Other clusters posting strong employment gains
between 1989 and 1998 are pharmaceuticals and
medical technologies, chemicals and plastics, and
vehicle manufacturing (its technology-intensive
segments in engines, electronics, and assembly).
Employment in aerospace and household appli-
ances declined over the period.
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Figure 3.4
Nationwide technology value-chain cluster trends
(see Table 3.2)
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Labor Skill Clusters
Under the Standard Industrial Classification sys-
tem, detailed four-digit industries are grouped
into three-, two-, and one-digit sectors accord-
ing to similarity of product. Thus, the transpor-
tation equipment sector comprises mainly indus-
tries that produce end-market transportation
equipment (cars, trucks, busses, boats, and
ships). The benchmark clusters described above
may be viewed as simply a “re-sorting” of the
four-digit SIC system such that sectors are
grouped according to presence in common value
chains. The motor vehicles cluster includes not
only vehicle manufacturers, but also textile
goods, paints, rubber and plastic hoses, glass,
stampings, springs, etc. The dimension of indus-
trial interdependence defining the cluster (see
Figure 3.1) is a value-chain linkage.

Value-chain clusters can help reveal sup-
plier or buyer networks that can serve the needs

of new or expanding enterprises. However, for
many businesses, access to skilled labor is at least
as important as proximity to suppliers or custom-
ers. Unfortunately, the businesses that fall into
the same value chain do not necessarily draw
from the same labor pool. Likewise, businesses
that demand similar workforce skills are not nec-
essarily members of the same value chain. A set
of industry clusters based on buyer-supplier link-
ages may look very different from a set based on
labor needs.

What we require is a similar “re-sorting” of
the SIC system that is based on industry utiliza-
tion of similar workforce skills. The result, a set
of labor skill clusters, would help reveal impor-
tant human capital characteristics and strengths
in a region.6  From a business development stand-
point, a start-up or relocating business may be
attracted to a place where a substantial cluster
of enterprises use similar types of labor. In the
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U.S. Benchmark Labor Clusters
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Figure 2.5

Summary of labor skill cluster methodology
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short term, the region is more likely to attract or
grow industries that are consistent with the cur-
rent skill mix. In the long term, in order to at-
tract or grow knowledge- or technology-inten-
sive businesses, the skill mix must be altered
through education, training, and targeted devel-
opment of higher-skill-demanding businesses.

To develop a preliminary set of labor skill
clusters, we first used data on the skill charac-
teristics of over 1,100 occupations to identify a
reduced set of skill groups, or sets of occupations
that require similar basic skills.7  We then used
information from the latest U.S. Staffing Patterns
Matrix, which reports industry employment by
occupation, to cluster industries according to
similarities in their demand for labor skills.8

(Note that the Staffing Patterns Matrix reports in-
dustry employment data at the three-digit SIC
level, whereas U.S. input-output data are re-
ported at a combination of the three- and four-

digit levels.) Figure 3.5 summarizes the cluster-
ing methodology; the resulting labor skill clus-
ters are reported in Table 3.3.9

The largest labor skill clusters in the U.S.
are health services, telecom and banking, stan-
dardized heavy industry, information process-
ing, low-skill nondurable manufacturing, and
distribution and freight handling. Note that the
clusters are made up of industries that draw from
similar labor pools. Therefore, the low-skill non-
durable-manufacturing cluster includes sectors
such as textiles, apparel, miscellaneous plastics,
and paints and allied products. All component
sectors depend on lower-skill production work-
ers and few scientific, management, or adminis-
trative personnel. Health services include health
practitioners, hospitals, and labs but not phar-
maceuticals. The latter is clustered with chemi-
cals because of high joint demand for scientists
and chemists.
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Recent trends across U.S. labor skill clusters
are summarized in Figure 3.6. Top growth clus-
ters include information processing, securities,
distribution and freight handling, health ser-
vices, and telecom and banking. Major declin-
ing clusters include petroleum, low-skill nondu-
rables, food and tobacco manufacturing, and
high-tech machinery and instruments (the lat-
ter reflecting employment contraction in the
hardware segments of the information technol-
ogy sector).

Figure 3.6

Nationwide labor skill cluster trends
Employment, 1989-1998
(see Table 3.3)
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CHAPTER FOUR

Industry Clusters in Kentucky

Using selected criteria (absolute size, relative size, and depth) to evalu-
ate detailed wage and employment data assembled for the bench-
mark cluster definitions outlined in the previous chapter reveals a

diverse set of value-chain and labor skill clusters in Kentucky. The basic find-
ings of this chapter are summarized in Table 4.1, which lists existing, emerging
and potential value-chain and labor skill clusters in the state. The picture that
Table 4.1 paints is of a state with growing strengths in comparatively heavy
industry (metals, machinery, motor vehicles, chemicals and plastics) even as
its core low-skill, nondurable manufacturing activity (tobacco, textiles) declines.
Major U.S. information technology clusters have only a modest presence in
the state, though their high rate of growth in Kentucky (due partly to their
small size) warrants their consideration as potential clusters. Conspicuously
absent from the list are key knowledge- and science-intensive labor skill clus-
ters, which reflects Kentucky ’s comparatively modest, though growing, high-
tech base.

Several industrial strengths stand out across cluster definitions. The mo-
tor vehicle manufacturing and industrial machinery industries are diverse and
well developed across both high-tech and low-tech segments of their respec-
tive value chains. Transportation and shipping activity in the state, led by the
UPS hub in Louisville, is a growing strength that appears under both labor
skill and value-chain cluster definitions. Construction materials and food manu-
facturing are also growing clusters that are likely employing many semi-skilled
workers displaced from the declining tobacco, textiles, and apparel industries.
The following sections outline these findings in detail.

Major Value-Chain Clusters in Kentucky
Based on 1999 employment and payroll data, printing and publishing; hospi-
tals, labs, specialized medical services; metalworking and industrial machin-
ery; motor vehicle manufacturing; transportation, shipping, and logistics; and
construction materials are the six largest clusters in Kentucky (see Table 4.2).
Employment in all six clusters grew faster than the national average between
1989 and 1999. In addition, motor vehicle manufacturing; hospitals, labs, and
specialized medical equipment; and transportation, shipping, and logistics are
among the fastest-growing clusters in the state.
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Absolute size and growth trends do not
necessarily reveal competitive economic strengths,
however. The importance of a cluster that is small
in absolute terms but large relative to other places
can be obscured if the only criterion used is size.
Similarly, the depth of given clusters may be
overstated by size measures; one or a few indus-
tries may easily dominate a cluster even if its
aggregate size is substantial. A smaller but more
diverse cluster may have higher sustained
growth potential than a larger cluster dominated
by a single industry.

A number of employment and wage indi-
cators for all benchmark value-chain clusters are
reported in Table 4.2. We used three criteria—

absolute size, relative size, and depth (a diver-
sity of underlying sectors)—to identify six spe-
cific clusters as existing or current industrial
strengths in Kentucky: tobacco manufacturing,
aluminum production, fabricated textiles, motor
vehicle manufacturing, metalworking and indus-
trial machinery, and transportation, shipping,
and logistics. Among the six, aluminum and fab-
ricated textiles employ the fewest workers,
roughly 8,000 and 3,000, respectively. Growth in
the aluminum cluster over the 1990s has been
very modest while net employment in tobacco
and textiles has declined precipitously. Never-
theless, tobacco and textile manufacturing re-
main significant concentrations of activity in the
state and comprise many efficient, competitive
businesses. The clusters as a whole, however, are
likely to continue to contract as many producers
seek lower-cost locations in Latin America and
overseas.

Motor vehicle manufacturing. The motor
vehicle manufacturing cluster in Kentucky com-
prises 557 establishments employing over 85,000
workers and paying out an annual $4.04 billion
in payroll. The cluster pays an average annual
wage of $47,226, 154 percent of the average pri-
vate sector wage in the state ($30,724) and 115
percent of the average wage in the U.S. motor
vehicles cluster. Employment in the Kentucky
cluster expanded by 5.7 percent annually be-
tween 1989 and 1998; the most recent data indi-
cate a slight slowing of employment growth to
4.8 percent over the 1998-1999 period. By con-
trast, employment in the U.S. motor vehicles clus-
ter grew by only 1.1 percent annually over the
1989-1998 period.

At the core of Kentucky ’s motor vehicles
industry is its major assemblers (Toyota, Ford,
GM) and their key suppliers. Because Chapter 6
presents a detailed case study of the cluster, we
delay further discussion of it until then.

Aluminum. The benchmark aluminum clus-
ter comprises eight sectors. At the national level,
employment in the cluster has declined by about
1.8 percent annually since 1989. In Kentucky, six
of the sectors are represented, employing a total
of just under 8,000 workers. The cluster experi-
enced meager employment growth between
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1989 and 1998, expanding by only 0.8 percent
annually. Between 1998 and 1999, employment
in the cluster declined by 1.1 percent statewide.

Despite dismal performance (in terms of job
creation) during the 1990s, the aluminum indus-
try remains strategically important to the state
for two reasons. First, it pays among the highest
average wages of any cluster (at $53,610). Indus-
trial inorganic chemicals, n.e.c.10  (SIC 2819), pri-
mary aluminum (SIC 3334), aluminum sheet/
plates/foil (SIC 3353), and aluminum rolling and
drawing (SIC 3355) all pay an average wage in
excess of $50,000, and those sectors claim about
94 percent of the cluster ’s total employment.
Second, such high-wage sectors are over-
represented in the state, suggesting that Ken-
tucky has a competitive lead in the industry vis-
a-vis other states. Location quotients for each of

those sectors are 2.9, 3.2, 8.0, and 3.1 respectively.
Major aluminum manufacturers such as Com-
monwealth Aluminum and Reynolds Metals
have their headquarters in the Louisville area.
While employment in primary aluminum and
aluminum sheet/plates/foil has been shrinking
both nationally and locally, the cluster ’s employ-
ment in Kentucky has been sustained mostly by
large employment gains in the industrial inor-
ganic chemicals and aluminum rolling and draw-
ing industries.

Metalworking and industrial machinery.
Metalworking and industrial machinery is the
third largest cluster in Kentucky, with 103,072
employees as of 1999. Employment in the clus-
ter has grown 2.1 percent annually since 1989,
compared to a national annual growth rate of
just 0.6 percent. Due to its strong employment

Table 4.2

Summary data, benchmark value-chain clusters, Kentucky
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growth over the last decade, metalworking and
industrial machinery is now slightly over-repre-
sented in Kentucky (an employment location
quotient of 1.29). Core sectors in the cluster are
motor vehicle parts and accessories (SIC 3714,
location quotient 1.84) and automotive stampings
(SIC 3465, location quotient 2.19). The former,
which accounts for over 16 percent of the
cluster ’s employment, expanded by 141 percent
from 1989 to 1999. Employment growth in auto-
motive stampings has been even more explosive
(roughly 340 percent). It is worth noting that
these two sectors are also included in the motor
vehicle manufacturing cluster, perhaps the most
strategically important industry cluster in the
state. There are clearly close linkages between
motor vehicle manufacturing and metalworking/
industrial machinery. Other key metalworking
sectors include motors and generators (SIC 3621),
fabricated metal products, n.e.c. (SIC 3499), and
household appliance manufacturing (SIC 3631,
3632, 3633, 3635, 3639).

Although the household appliances indus-
try has been declining both locally and nation-
ally, it remains a leading specialization in the state
and an important part of the metalworking and
industrial machinery cluster. General Electric
operates two plants in Lexington and maintains
other offices in Louisville. Matsushita Electron-
ics has its home appliance division headquarters
in Danville. The most important source of the
state’s competitiveness in household appliances
is a well-developed supplier chain. Major
first-tier supplier sectors for household appliance
manufacturing are well represented in the state.
Blast furnaces and steel mills (SIC 3312), alumi-
num die-castings (SIC 3363), motors and genera-
tors (SIC 3621), plastics materials and resins (SIC
2821), and miscellaneous plastic products, n.e.c.
(SIC 3081-3089) are cases in point.

Jobs in metalworking and industry machin-
ery cluster tend to be relatively high-wage. About
24 percent of workers in the cluster earn more
than $40,000 a year. Although the private sector
wage in Kentucky is substantially lower than the
national average, many industries in the metal-

Although an examination of total employment
by cluster can help to uncover the existence or
nonexistence of the state’s relative strengths, an
inspection of the distribution of employment
within the clusters reveals more about the real
development of each cluster. Aggregate differ-
ences between the distribution of activity in
Kentucky and in the U.S. can often be explained
by variations in the detailed sectoral mix of the
clusters. When used as a benchmark, the dis-
tribution of U.S. sector employment across and
within each cluster provides a guide for detect-
ing whether certain industries (i.e., pieces of an
extended supplier chain) are under- or over-
represented in the state.

It is important to note that particular in-
dustries may be relatively over- or under-

Interpreting Specializations and Gaps
represented in a state as a result of basic factor
conditions firms require (the unique mix of
natural resources, land, skilled labor, capital
availability, modern transportation and com-
munication infrastructure, and educational in-
stitutions), demand conditions, or simple his-
tory and luck. It is also important to note that
simply identifying under- and over-represented
industries in Kentucky ’s clusters relative to the
U.S. average is not enough to identify sectors for
development focus. Market trends and basic
location requirements for each under-repre-
sented sector must be investigated in depth
before prospects for developing the sector in
the state can be fully determined.
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Figure 4.1
Industry mix, aluminum cluster
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Grey bar: Share of total
cluster employment, U.S.,
1998

Source: MIG, Inc. and
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Employment Services.

* Indicates data suppressed to meet confidentiality guidelines.
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Figure 4.2
Industry mix, Metalworking and industrial machinery

* Indicates data suppressed to meet confidentiality guidelines.
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working cluster match or exceed national wage
rates. The high wages are in part due to the de-
velopment of higher-technology sectors such as
automotive stampings, motor vehicle parts and
accessories, and special dies/jigs/fixtures (SIC 3544).

Transportation, shipping and logistics.
Transportation, shipping and logistics is an im-
portant and growing cluster in Kentucky. As of
1999, it employed 58,297 people, or 3.6 percent
of all private sector workers in the state. The clus-
ter enjoyed 4.1 and 2.8 percent annual employ-
ment growth in Kentucky and the U.S., respec-
tively, between 1989 and 1998. Kentucky ’s loca-
tion is ideal for shipping and logistics businesses
given its position at the center of the Northeast,
Midwest, and South, where almost 80 percent
of the U.S. population resides. United Parcel
Service’s hub and automated sorting facility in
Louisville anchors the cluster and has attracted
several time-sensitive shippers.

Employment in transportation, shipping
and logistics, both in the U.S. and Kentucky, is
dominated by three industries: scheduled air
transportation (SIC 4512), air courier services (SIC

4513), and non-air trucking and courier services
(SIC 421). In Kentucky, those sectors account for
14.7 percent, 19.8 percent, and 44.9 percent of
the total cluster employment, respectively.
Freight transportation arrangement (SIC 4731)
and transportation services, n.e.c. (SIC 4789) have
also posted strong employment growth in the
state during the 1990s.

Emerging Value-Chain Clusters
We define emerging clusters as those that are of
significant absolute and relative size (as mea-
sured by a location quotient) and are posting
strong growth relative to national trends. Note
that the designation is based on past trends—
they are the clusters that have emerged over the
1989 and 1999 period—and is not necessarily a
prediction that the clusters will continue to ex-
pand in the future. There is no guarantee that
past trends will continue.

Based on these criteria, emerging clusters
in the state include hospitals, labs and special-
ized medical services; construction materials;
chemicals and plastics; wood products; and boat
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building. All six emerging clusters expanded sig-
nificantly faster than the national average over
the 1989 to 1998 period and posted location quo-
tients near or above 1.0.

Hospitals, labs and specialized medical ser-
vices. One of the state’s largest clusters—hospi-
tals, labs, and specialized medical services—is an
emerging strength. The cluster consists of 3,077
establishments and employs nearly 112,000
workers, paying out an average annual wage of
$34,361 that is 112 percent of the private sector
average. Employment in the cluster is expand-
ing at a rate considerably above the national av-
erage (5.2 percent annually versus 3.5 percent
U.S. over the 1989-1998 period). The cluster ’s

location quotient (1.05) indicates that it is prima-
rily serving a local market, but its rapid rate of
growth suggests that it may be developing ex-
portable specializations.

Hospitals, labs, and specialized medical ser-
vices is the largest cluster in the U.S., represent-
ing 6.8 percent of total U.S. private sector em-
ployment. It is also technology-intensive, pro-
viding 36.1 percent of total cluster employment
in high-tech sectors nationally. In Kentucky, gen-
eral medical and surgical hospitals (SIC 8062)
account for the bulk of employment in the clus-
ter (64.2 percent). The national sectoral distribu-
tion is not much different, although the relative
importance of the hospital sector is lower, repre-
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senting about 52 percent of this cluster ’s total
employment. In addition, compared to the U.S.
benchmark, Kentucky is under-represented in
almost all information technology and computer-
related sectoral components of the cluster (SIC
7371, 7372, 7373, 7375, 7379). For example, the com-
puter programming services (SIC 7371) industry
claims just 1.6 percent of the cluster ’s employ-
ment in Kentucky, while it represents 5.4 percent
of the total cluster employment nationwide.

Employment in the state over the past de-
cade has increased in every sector in the cluster.
However, most of the employment growth has
occurred in relatively low-wage sectors such as
psychiatric hospitals (SIC 8063), specialty outpa-
tient facilities, n.e.c. (SIC 8093), offices of special-
ized health practitioners, n.e.c. (SIC 8049), and
general medical and surgical hospitals.

Construction materials. The U.S. construc-
tion materials cluster has grown 0.7 percent an-
nually since 1989 and is dominated by one sec-
tor, engineering service (SIC 8711). Engineering
services is a high-wage, knowledge-intensive

sector, claiming 21 percent of the cluster ’s em-
ployment nationwide.

In Kentucky, the construction materials
cluster has expanded faster than the national
average and now accounts for 3.3 percent of the
total private sector employment. At 14.7 percent,
engineering services account for a smaller share
of the cluster ’s employment (the location quo-
tient for the engineering services industry is only
0.68). Kentucky ’s construction materials cluster
is relatively specialized in miscellaneous metal
work (SIC 3449), saw blades and handsaws (SIC
3425), converted paper products, n.e.c. (SIC 2679),
heating equipment, except electric (SIC 3433), and
household appliances, n.e.c. (SIC 3639). Major
employment gains during the 1990s occurred in
structural wood members, n.e.c. (SIC 2439), wood
kitchen cabinets (SIC 2432), wood partitions and
fixtures (SIC 2541), sheet metal work (SIC 3444),
heating equipment, n.e.c., and miscellaneous
metalwork.

Chemicals and plastics. The U.S. chemicals
and plastics cluster has wide linkages to a vari-
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ety of other clusters, a significant number of
high-technology sectors, and relatively high
wages. A number of key chemicals industries are
major suppliers to other core U.S. sectors. Of the
48 industries that compose the cluster, 25 are con-
sidered technology-intensive. In addition, 26 in-
dustries within the cluster pay among the top
wages of all four-digit SIC private sector industries.

Kentucky ’s chemicals and plastics cluster
consists of 113 establishments and slightly over
45,000 workers. The cluster is specialized in spe-
cialty outpatient facilities (SIC 8093, a component
of the hospitals and labs cluster), plastic materi-
als and resins (SIC 2821), synthetic rubber (SIC
2822), plastic foam products (SIC 3086), and plas-
tic products, n.e.c. (SIC 3089). In Kentucky, the
cluster is dominated by two low-wage sectors,
miscellaneous plastic products and specialty
outpatient facilities, which together account for
33.4 percent of total cluster employment. In gen-
eral, the chemicals and plastics cluster in Ken-
tucky is not well developed. While there are
many under-represented sectors, especially
among high-tech and high-wage segments, the
cluster has good potential for future growth
given its rich linkages to other clusters. Organic
and inorganic chemicals (SIC 2812, 2813, 2816,
2865, 2869), a leading industry in the state, is a
leading component of the aluminum cluster. It
is also tied to the synthetic rubber industry,
which is itself a key supplier to the transporta-
tion equipment industry.

Packaged food products. Employment in the
U.S. packaged food products cluster has been
relatively stagnant over the last decade. It has
seen a meager 0.3 percent annual growth dur-
ing the 1990s, and many sectors in the cluster
have contracted significantly (e.g., malt bever-
ages, fluid milk, and canned fruits and veg-
etables). However, the packaged food products
cluster has experienced strong growth in Ken-
tucky. Employment in the cluster expanded 3.8
percent annually between 1989 and 1998. Over
200 enterprises in the cluster employed 27,445
workers in 1999.

Job gains have not occurred uniformly
across all segments of the cluster. Declining in-

dustries include meat packing plants (SIC 2011),
potato chips and similar snacks (SIC 2096), bread/
cake/related products (SIC 2051), while gainers
are poultry slaughtering and processing (SIC
2015), sanitary paper products (SIC 2676), frozen
specialties, n.e.c. (SIC 2038), and sausages and
other prepared meats (SIC 2013). Poultry slaugh-
tering and processing has grown rapidly and
now accounts for 14.6 percent of total cluster
employment. Another top growth sector is fro-
zen specialties. The state is also a leading pro-
ducer of packaging machinery (SIC 3565, loca-
tion quotient 2.28) and products machinery (SIC
3556, location quotient 1.66), both comparatively
high-wage sectors.

Wood products and furniture. The U.S. wood
products and furniture cluster experienced only
very modest employment gains during the 1990s.
The cluster is dominated mostly by low-
technology, low-wage industries. There is no
high-tech sectoral component in the cluster.

Kentucky ’s wood products cluster is made
up of 617 establishments and 15,490 employees.
The cluster pays out $448.7 million in wages an-
nually. The cluster experienced strong employ-
ment growth during the 1990s (3.4 percent an-
nually between 1989 and 1998 and over 10 per-
cent between 1998 and 1999). Kentucky ’s wood
products cluster is relatively specialized in gum
and wood chemicals (SIC 2816), hardwood di-
mension and flooring mills (SIC 2426), wood con-
tainers, n.e.c. (SIC 2449), and wood pallets and
skids (SIC 2448). The state has seen large employ-
ment gains in paper mills (SIC 2621), mill work
(SIC 2431), structural wood members (SIC 2439),
wood kitchen cabinets (SIC 2434), and hardwood
dimension and flooring mills.

Boat building. While the boat building clus-
ter is small in Kentucky in absolute terms (just
over 3,000 workers and 63 establishments), it rep-
resents a relatively large concentration of such
activity. Employment in the Kentucky cluster
grew at a solid 2.5 percent annually between 1989
and 1998, even as it declined by 1.5 percent an-
nually nationwide over the same period. One-
third of the cluster ’s jobs are in the boat build-
ing and repairing sector, which itself is concen-
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Industry mix, packaged food products
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trated in south central Kentucky near Lake
Cumberland. The industry ’s real strength is in
houseboats and is dominated by smaller, locally-
established firms. High-tech segments of the
cluster such as turbines and turbine generator
sets (SIC 3511), internal combustion engines,
n.e.c. (SIC 3519), and machine tools/metal cutting
types (SIC 3541) are represented in the state, but
they are relatively small. Only internal combus-
tion engines n.e.c. has seen significant employ-
ment growth over the last decade.

Potential Value-Chain Clusters
Potential value-chain clusters are those that re-
main comparatively small in size but have ex-
hibited a particularly rapid rate of growth in re-
cent years. The information technology and in-
struments cluster has not achieved a critical mass
in Kentucky in comparison to the rest of the U.S.
(its location quotient is 0.54), but it is neverthe-
less a sizable cluster with a strong rate of growth
during the 1990s. In 1999, 245 information tech-
nology establishments employed 34,500 workers

and paid out $1.4 billion in wages. Employment
in the cluster expanded by 3.4 percent between
1989 and 1998, increasing to nearly 11 percent
between 1998 and 1999. These rates are consid-
erably above the 1.6 percent annual employment
growth for the U.S. information technology
cluster.

Given the importance of the information
technology cluster in the U.S. economy and its
rapid rate of growth in Kentucky, we examine it
in detail in Chapter 6.

High-Tech Value-Chain Clusters
By focusing on interdependencies between
strictly high-technology industries, the bench-
mark high-tech clusters provide additional in-
sight into technology trends in the Kentucky
economy. What the benchmark clusters show is
that Kentucky ’s technology base is concentrated
primarily in heavy industry (motor vehicles, in-
dustrial machinery), while high-growth clusters
nationwide—communications services and soft-
ware and pharmaceuticals and medical technolo-
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gies—remain significantly under-represented in
the state. These findings are summarized in Fig-
ure 4.10, which compares each cluster ’s degree
of specialization against growth trends and size.

Table 4.3 supplies basic statistics on the eight
benchmark high-tech clusters. The three largest
high-tech clusters in the state are motor vehicle
manufacturing, information technology and in-
struments, and communications services and
software. However, information technology/in-
struments and communications services/soft-
ware account for a comparatively small share of
private sector employment in Kentucky (1.8 and
1.6 percent, respectively, compared to 3.4 and 2.8
percent at the national level). Kentucky ’s com-
munications services and software cluster posted
slightly higher annual employment growth over
the 1989-98 period than the U.S. as a whole, but
information technology and instruments failed
to match U.S. growth rates.

In terms of relative concentration, Ken-
tucky ’s strongest technology clusters are motor
vehicle manufacturing, industrial machinery,
and household appliances. Some 260 technology-
intensive plants in the motor vehicles value chain
employ nearly 52,000 workers and pay out nearly

$3 billion in wages annually. The cluster ’s 1998
location quotient is 2.2, indicating a strong rela-
tive specialization for the state. Employment in
the cluster also expanded by 6.5 percent annu-
ally between 1989 and 1998, compared to just 1.0
percent nationwide. At $56,097, motor vehicles
pays the highest annual wage of any technol-
ogy cluster.

At 13,384 workers, the high-tech industrial
machinery cluster is considerably smaller than
the motor vehicles cluster. Nonetheless, it repre-
sents a large concentration of activity in Ken-
tucky relative to U.S. averages, and it has posted
strong growth during the 1990s (though employ-
ment did contract by 2.0 percent between 1998
and 1999). The household appliances cluster is
dominated by comparatively few small plants (33
in total, employing just under 8,000 workers).
The cluster makes up about 0.5 percent of pri-
vate sector employment in the state, well above
the U.S. average of 0.1 percent. But the house-
hold appliances cluster has declined sharply
during the 1990s: 4.0 percent annually between
1989 and 1998 (compared to a 0.5 percent decline
nationwide) and 8.2 percent between 1998 and
1999.
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Labor Skill Clusters
The benchmark labor skill clusters essentially
constitute a re-sorting of detailed SIC sectors into
groups of industries with similar workforce skill
utilization patterns. That is, members of a given
benchmark cluster may be viewed as drawing
from the same broad labor pool. In some cases,
the clusters resemble value-chain clusters, in oth-
ers they are wholly unique combinations of in-
dustries.

Labor skill cluster trends in Kentucky rein-
force the findings from the value chain analysis.
Major existing skill clusters are standardized
heavy industry (driven by growth in industrial
machinery and vehicles), low-skill nondurable
manufacturing (in decline with contraction of
textiles and apparel), health services (growing
well above national rates as employment in hos-
pitals and labs, as well as basic medical services,
continues to expand), and food and tobacco
manufacturing (with evidence that expansion of
food production industries draws displaced
workers from contracting tobacco). Basic statis-

tics for each labor skill cluster are reported in
Table 4.4.

Two of the state’s emerging labor skill clus-
ters pay comparatively low wages: building
products manufacturing and specialized labor
intensive (mobile homes, furniture, fabricated
metals, tires). The third, distribution and freight
handling, pays among the highest wages and
closely parallels growth in the transportation and
shipping value chain.

Under-represented in Kentucky are clusters
with higher skill demands such as information
processing (life insurance, computer and data
processing, accounting), high-end information/
business services (publishing, advertising, legal
services), electronics and measuring devices,
chemicals and pharmaceuticals, telecommunica-
tions and banking, securities, and science-inten-
sive (aerospace, communications services, engi-
neering services, and R&D labs). However, three
of those clusters—securities, science-intensive,
and information processing, grew rapidly dur-
ing the 1990s. Employment in the securities clus-
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ter expanded by over 14 percent annually be-
tween 1989 and 1998, while the science-intensive
and information processing clusters each grew
by nearly 6 percent annually.

Identifying Potential Replacement Indus-
tries. The labor skill clusters are useful for iden-
tifying growing industries with the same basic
skill requirements as those currently in decline.
Thus it is possible to get a sense of in what in-
dustries (and at what wages) displaced workers
stand good chances of being re-employed given
their average skill set. In addition, information
from the labor clusters can be used to identify
industries with a limited presence in the state
but that are high-performing nationwide. Such
industries may represent potential development
targets depending on market conditions and
their unique location requirements.

Twenty industries that posted significant
net job losses in Kentucky between 1989 and 1999
are listed in Table 4.5. Over 12,000 jobs were lost
in two industries alone: miscellaneous office
machines (SIC 3579) and knit underwear mills
(SIC 2254). Nine of the twenty sectors are in tex-
tiles and apparel (SICs 22 and 23) while two are
in electronics (SIC 36). Employment in the ciga-
rette manufacturing industry fell by some 2,000

over the period. While several of the declining
industries pay high wages relative to the state
private sector average (cigarette manufacturing,
household refrigerators and freezers, blast fur-
naces and steel mills, non-radio telephone com-
munications), many pay below average wages.
The average wage across all twenty declining
industries is $34,299, 112 percent of the $30,724
private sector average.

Workers displaced from declining indus-
tries may eventually be re-employed in the state’s
major growth industries. Those include motor
vehicles (both assembly and automotive stamp-
ings), computer peripheral equipment, air cou-
rier services, schedule air transportation, securi-
ties, engineering services, and computer services
(see Table 4.6). The good news for Kentucky is
that declines in comparatively low-wage indus-
tries are being offset by job gains in compara-
tively high-wage industries. The twenty sectors
with the largest net increases in employment
between 1989 and 1999 pay an overall average
wage of $47,847, 156 percent of the private sec-
tor average and 139 percent of the average
among the top declining sectors.

The problem is that workers from some
declining sectors may not have the skills neces-
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sary to obtain employment in the state’s growth
industries. Using the labor skill clusters as a
guide, Table 4.7 indicates the most immediate re-
employment options for declining industry
workers. Table 4.7 was created by identifying
growing industries within the same labor skill
cluster as each declining industry. Thus, the
growing food manufacturing industry in the
state presents good employment opportunities

for displaced tobacco workers, though likely at
lower wages. The plastics and appliances indus-
tries may constitute higher-wage employment
options for displaced apparel workers. Table 4.7
focuses on the sectors that have suffered the most
precipitous declines over the 1990s, but any in-
dustry (growing or declining) can be subjected
to the same analysis using the labor skill clusters
as a guide.

Table 4.6

High Performance Sectors in Kentucky, 1989-99

Table 4.7

Possible Replacement Sectors to Declining Industries
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CHAPTER FIVE

Spatial Clusters and
Cross-Border Linkages

Knowledge of Kentucky ’s unique industry clusters is important for de-
signing economic development strategies that capitalize on existing
and emerging economic strengths. However, Kentucky ’s economy

should be understood in the context of a broader region that encompasses
parts of neighboring states. The economies of the northern Kentucky counties
of Boone, Campbell, Gallatin, Grant, Kenton, and Pendleton have close ties to
southern Ohio and the Cincinnati metro area as well as southeastern Indiana.
Likewise, the economies of southern and southwestern Indiana (particularly
in the Louisville and Evansville areas) and northern Tennessee (north of Nash-
ville) are linked, though to a more limited extent than in the case of the Cin-
cinnati metro area, to nearby Kentucky cities and counties. Because industrial
clusters do not respect state boundaries, it is necessary to broaden the focus
beyond Kentucky to fully understand emerging industrial trends and oppor-
tunities.

In addition, the most well-developed clusters tend to concentrate in par-
ticular regions. Indeed, spatial patterns in cluster firm locations and employ-
ment can provide additional clues as to the significance of a given industry
cluster in a state. Knowledge of where particular clusters are concentrated
permits better targeting of economic development strategies and programs as
well as prediction of the likely regional impact of growth and decline in vari-
ous industries. For example, Kentucky ’s contracting textile and apparel clus-
ters are especially concentrated in the south along the border with Tennessee,
while key growth clusters (transportation and shipping, information technol-
ogy, and motor vehicles) are concentrated in the central and northern parts of
the state.

This chapter does two things. First, it examines cluster trends in Cincin-
nati and northern Kentucky. Second, it maps the location of selected clusters
with significant regional concentrations in Kentucky and neighboring coun-
ties in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, West Virginia, Virginia, and Tennessee. Detailed
maps of all existing, emerging, and potential value-chain clusters identified in
Chapter 4, as well as several other clusters with significant spatial concentra-
tions, are provided in the Appendix.
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Cluster Trends in the
Cincinnati Metro Area
By comparing cluster trends in the Cincinnati
metro area as a whole with trends in northern
Kentucky alone, it is possible to identify areas of
industrial strength in the southwestern tip of
Ohio and southeastern corner of Indiana that are
already affecting growth and development in
Kentucky, and vice versa. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 pro-
file major value-chain and labor clusters in the
two areas. Note that the Cincinnati profile is
based on trends in all counties in the metro
area, including those of northern Kentucky.
The northern Kentucky profile is based on an
analysis of industry trends in the following
Kentucky counties: Boone, Campbell,
Gallatin, Grant, Kenton, and Pendleton. Ap-
pendix Tables 4-9 contain the detailed data
from which Tables 5.1 and 5.2 were derived.

Key value-chain clusters in Cincinnati
include the growing transportation and ship-
ping, aluminum, and chemicals and plastics
clusters and the declining (in terms of em-
ployment) metalworking and industrial ma-
chinery, boat building, and aerospace clus-
ters. Emerging clusters include banking and
advertising, motor vehicle manufacturing,
primary nonferrous metals, and packaged
food products. Technology-intensive value
chains like information technology, pharma-
ceuticals, and hospitals and labs are compara-
tively under-represented in the region,
though fast growth relative to the nation clas-
sifies information technology and legal ser-
vices as potential clusters. Cincinnati’s work-
force favors continued development of light
and heavy industry: high-skill labor clusters
are relatively small, though there is some
growth in the science-intensive, high-end in-
formation/business services, and telecommu-
nications and banking labor clusters.

What characterizes northern Kentucky
is the even heavier dependence on traditional
manufacturing (metalworking and industrial
machinery, motor vehicles, packaged food
products) than the metro area as a whole and
even greater under-representation of infor-
mation technology. The chemicals and plas-

tics cluster (both the broader cluster and its high-
tech segments) is emerging as a strength in
northern Kentucky, and is already an important
specialization for the region as a whole. Two key
technology value chains—information technol-
ogy/instruments and communications services/
software—account for just 0.6 and 1.0 percent,
respectively, of private sector employment in
northern Kentucky, compared to 1.8 and 2.3 per-
cent in Cincinnati as a whole and 3.4 and 2.8
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percent in the U.S. Northern Kentucky ’s stron-
gest cluster may be transportation, shipping and
logistics. Employment in the cluster (now at near
14,000) has expanded by over 9 percent annu-
ally since 1989.

Regional Clusters in
Kentucky and Neighboring States
We used two approaches to identify sub-state
concentrations of various clusters. First, we used
employment by county in Kentucky and neigh-
boring states to calculate a statistical measure of
spatial association that helps pinpoint groups of
counties where given clusters are of significant
size. High values of the measure, which is called
a local G statistic, indicate that the given county
is proximate to other counties with similarly high
levels of cluster employment. Thus the G statis-
tic is essentially an inter-county spatial concen-
tration measure; an isolated county with a lot of

employment in a given cluster but surrounded
by counties with very little cluster activity would
not be identified. The use of the G in the present
context implies that localized industry clusters
are significant only once they encompass a
broader region than a single county.11

Our second approach acknowledges that a
high concentration of activity in a single county,
even if neighboring counties have a completely
different industrial base, may be of policy inter-
est. Specifically, we calculated employment lo-
cation quotients by county for selected clusters
(including all identified existing, emerging, and
potential clusters). Maps of the G statistics and
location quotients thus provide complementary
pictures of the regional distribution of cluster
activity in Kentucky as well as important local-
ized clusters in neighboring states. Note that em-
ployment data for this analysis are from 1997,
the latest year (at the time of this writing) for

which consistent county-level employment
data were available for all states. The 1997 data
mean that some recently-developed clusters
(e.g. transportation, shipping and logistics)
are not effectively captured in this analysis.

To illustrate, Figures 5.1 and 5.2 map the
county G statistics and location quotients for
the motor vehicle manufacturing cluster. Fig-
ure 5.1 reveals extensive geographic concen-
trations of vehicle manufacturing in Ohio, In-
diana, and Tennessee (darker shades on the
map indicate higher values of G, with the
darkest shade indicating statistical signifi-
cance). The degree of spatial concentration in
Kentucky is much more modest, though
northern Kentucky, greater Lexington,
Henderson, Owensboro, and Bowling Green
are part of localized complexes of vehicle
manufacturing activity. The distribution of
vehicle manufacturing employment along
Interstates 75 and 65 is very clearly illustrated.
Certainly, the state is at the center of exten-
sive southern U.S. vehicle manufacturing pro-
duction.

Figure 5.2 provides some indication of
why the G analysis found comparatively few
localized clusters of vehicle manufacturing ac-
tivity in Kentucky. Counties with significant
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Figure 5.1
Regional clusters, motor vehicle manufacturing
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Figure 5.2
County specializations, motor vehicles
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vehicle production tend to be more isolated from
one another than in Tennessee, Ohio, and Indi-
ana. This pattern would be consistent with a
Kentucky automotive industry that is still domi-
nated by comparatively few large plants located
in peripheral locations where land and labor
costs are modest. As Kentucky ’s automotive in-
dustry develops and the presence of suppliers
continues to grow, increased spatial clustering
will likely be observed. It also should be noted
that the current pattern indicates that the auto-
motive industry ’s rise in Kentucky has had a
fairly extensive spatial impact on the state;
though the center of the state enjoys the bulk of
the employment, the industry also has a strong
presence in western Kentucky.

Two value-chain clusters that are highly
concentrated in the state are transportation, ship-
ping, and logistics and boat building. Transpor-
tation, shipping and logistics has its strongest

presence in the Louisville, northern Kentucky/
Cincinnati, and Evansville, Indiana areas. Ac-
cording to Figure 5.3, the cluster ’s presence in
the greater Louisville area actually appears mod-
est. But this impression is primarily a function
of the underlying data (1997 employment) that
fail to capture very recent substantial growth
associated with the UPS hub.

Boat building (namely houseboats), while
a fairly small cluster, is an example of a strong
rural cluster with important linkages to similar
clusters in Tennessee. Kentucky ’s boat building
cluster is concentrated around Lake Cumberland
west of Interstate 75 (see Figure 5.4). The cluster
benefits from proximity to similar production,
as well as demand, in eastern Tennessee. Less
well-known are concentrations of boat building
activity in Cincinnati and northern Kentucky and
southern Indiana.12
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Figure 5.3
Regional clusters, transport, shipping, logistics
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Figure 5.4

Regional clusters, boat building
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CHAPTER SIX

Case Studies

T his chapter explores trends in three clusters: one existing (vehicle
manufacturing), one potential (information technology), and one that
is of particular policy importance given the state’s university research

strengths and concern with nurturing small, technology-intensive entrepre-
neurial companies (biotechnology).

The motor vehicles and information technology clusters are critical to
Kentucky ’s future for different reasons. Motor vehicles is one of the state’s
core competitive advantages as well as one of its largest contributors to gross
state product, employment, and payroll. The emergence of vehicle produc-
tion in Kentucky has meant the location of top flight international companies
and their technical and management personnel (in both assembly and sup-
plier sectors), additional resources and investments in college and university
education and training, and an image of the state as a major player in a core
global industry. Kentucky ’s capitalization on the general southern shift of U.S.
vehicle production has resulted in the strong growth of higher-wage,
comparably-skilled jobs for workers displaced from the declining textiles, ap-
parel, and tobacco industries. Kentucky can make a credible claim to a signifi-
cant motor vehicles industry cluster, one that is both large and diverse in terms
of its component sectors and firms.

By contrast, information technology in Kentucky is neither large nor di-
verse. In fact, it is dominated by comparatively few companies and lower-
technology IT activities (back office processing and call centers). At present, its
importance to the state derives primarily from its central role in regional and
state economies everywhere: not only is IT one of the fastest-growing areas of
the U.S. economy, especially in software and computer services, but it is also
commonly viewed as an “enabling” industry, i.e. a supplier of critical infra-
structure and services for nearly every industry. While the IT “cluster ” in Ken-
tucky is under-represented compared to national trends, it is growing fast and
will likely remain a source of strong job growth for years to come.

A third cluster of some policy interest is biotechnology. As a cluster, bio-
technology is not easily captured through analyses based on standard indus-
try categories (even when those industries are classified at the highly detailed
four-digit level). Thus, biotechnology is not identified among any of the bench-
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mark definitions. However, few states in the U.S.
are not implementing at least some initiatives to
develop this potential high-growth cluster. Pri-
vate sector biotechnology enterprises often have
very clear linkages to university research activi-
ties. Therefore, biotechnology is a natural candi-
date for efforts to pursue knowledge-based or
innovation-oriented economic development.
Because commercial biotechnology activity is
only now emerging in Kentucky, its future as a
competitive advantage in the state remains very
uncertain. Findings from a survey of biotech
companies in Kentucky conducted as part of this
study indicate that inadequate venture capital,
insufficient public sector support, an absence of
opportunities for inter-firm collaboration, and
unavailability of specialized suppliers are key
concerns of this nascent cluster.

Motor Vehicle Manufacturing:
An Existing Cluster
Motor vehicle manufacturing is a particularly
important cluster in the U.S. economy due to its
size, technological intensity, diverse linkages to
other industries, and high-wage jobs. Nation-
wide, 44 percent of the cluster ’s employment is
in sectors designated as “technology-intensive”
under commonly accepted definitions. That rate
is among the highest of the 28 benchmark clus-
ters. Motor vehicle manufacturing touches
nearly every other manufacturing industry to
some degree, as well as a great many producer
services sectors.13

A long-time focus of Kentucky ’s economic
development strategy, the motor vehicle indus-
try accounted for a substantial part of the state’s
strong employment and wage growth in the
1980s and 1990s. Kentucky has been very proac-
tive in recruiting and retaining vehicle manu-
facturers and their core suppliers. Active worker
training programs through the Kentucky univer-
sity and community college system, attractive
business incentives, and technical assistance
through the University of Kentucky (e.g. its Cen-
ter for Robotics and Manufacturing Systems),
and strong leadership from the governor ’s of-
fice have all been praised by motor vehicle pro-
ducers in the state. Growth in the cluster has

helped smooth Kentucky ’s transition from an
economy reliant on natural resource-based ac-
tivities and low-wage, labor-intensive manufac-
turing, to one built on heavier, more technology-
intensive industry. Real wages have risen as a
result.

The challenge for Kentucky is how to fully
capture and leverage the spectacular growth of
vehicle production in the state to the benefit of
other emerging industries. What limited data are
available, as well as a large volume of anecdotal
evidence, suggests there is comparatively little
“home-grown” activity in the cluster, in either
assembly or the extended supply chain.14  Major
assemblers and their suppliers are branch facili-
ties of larger corporations that are themselves
anchored outside the state. That means that criti-
cal decisions about the future of the industry are
made outside Kentucky. Kentucky is primarily a
site of production, not innovation, research, or
development; activities that offer even higher
wages and help build the technology infrastruc-
ture necessary to develop other technology com-
petencies. Entrepreneurial opportunities in the
vehicle cluster in Kentucky may be limited given
the dominance of large branch plants with es-
tablished supply chains.

The pursuit of the motor vehicle industry
in Kentucky is, in essence, an export-led eco-
nomic development strategy. The state has
sought to grow by attracting major plants from
outside that would export goods to the rest of
the nation and world. Local multiplier effects are
driven by strong external demand for the cars
and trucks built in Kentucky. But in the long run,
export-led strategies work best when the growth
that is realized leads to the development of the
technology infrastructure, human capital, and
entrepreneurial conditions necessary to foster
locally-based, innovative industries both inside
and outside of the vehicle cluster. The success of
the pursuit of vehicle production as a competi-
tive advantage in Kentucky will ultimately be
judged on whether it helped bring the infrastruc-
ture and conditions into place for the develop-
ment of homegrown firms and industries.

Characteristics and Trends. Kentucky ’s mo-
tor vehicle manufacturing cluster is anchored by
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Toyota (in Erlanger and Georgetown), Ford (in
Louisville), and General Motors (in Bowling
Green). The cluster is diverse, with at least some
activity and employment in 37 of 39 component
sectors as of 1999. In 1998, the cluster accounted
for roughly 5.1 percent of total private sector
employment and 14.5 percent of total exportable
industry employment statewide, compared to 2.8
and 7.8 percent, respectively, nationwide. Mo-
tor vehicle cluster employment in the state ex-
panded by 5.7 percent annually during the 1990s,
five times the rate of growth for the U.S. as a
whole.

A striking feature of the state’s motor ve-
hicle cluster is its solid share of technology-
intensive employment and its comparatively
high average wage. Conventional wisdom holds
that large automobile manufacturers are located
in southern states such as Kentucky, South Caro-
lina, and Alabama to take advantage of relatively
inexpensive labor. It is also commonly believed
that the supply chain for motor vehicle manu-
facturing in those states is mostly dominated by
less sophisticated labor-intensive industries.

But those assumptions do not hold in the
Kentucky case. Fifty-six percent of motor vehicle
cluster workers in Kentucky are employed in
technology-intensive industries, compared to 44
percent nationwide. In addition, the average
wage in Kentucky ’s motor vehicle cluster in
in 1998 was $44,025, about $3,000 higher than
the national average. In fact, workers at Toyota’s
Georgetown plant are paid at rates comparable
to those offered by Detroit-based manufacturers.
Characterizing Kentucky automotive plants’ 
location in Kentucky as simply a matter of the
pursuit of a workforce willing to accept lower
wages is too simplistic; indeed, industry experts
interviewed for this study argued the state
competes favorably with traditional automotive
states such as Michigan and Ohio on a number of
dimensions (infrastructure, business climate,
production workforce skill).

Detailed Industry Mix. The motor vehicle
manufacturing cluster, both in Kentucky and
nationwide, is dominated by three sectors: mo-
tor vehicles and car bodies (SIC 3711), motor ve-
hicle parts and accessories (SIC 3714), and mis-

cellaneous plastic products (SIC 3089). Together,
these three industries account for 54 percent of
total cluster employment in Kentucky and 47
percent in the U.S. Motor vehicles/car bodies and
motor vehicle parts/accessories are particularly
important because of their relatively high degree
of technology intensity and comparatively high
wages. Over the last decade, the top employment
growth sectors within the cluster were motor
vehicle parts and accessories (114 percent growth
between 1989 and 1999), motor vehicle parts and
accessories (141 percent), automotive stampings
(400 percent), and truck and bus bodies (336 per-
cent).

In general, Kentucky ’s motor vehicle clus-
ter is highly diverse and well developed (see Fig-
ure 6.1). Nineteen of the top 20 sectors in terms
of employment size (which together account for
91 percent of total cluster employment) consti-
tute specializations in the state; that is, Ken-
tucky ’s private sector share of employment in
the nineteen sectors is well above the comparable
share for the U.S. as a whole (the employment
location quotients for the nineteen industries
vary from 1.1 to 7.0). Motor vehicles and car bod-
ies (location quotient of 3.6), motor vehicle parts
and accessories (1.8), automotive stampings (2.2),
and engine electrical equipment (3.0) are ex-
amples. It is also worth noting that most of the
state’s specializations are among the more
technology-intensive, high-wage segments of the
cluster. Several labor-intensive, low-technology,
lower-wage segments are under-represented
(e.g., motor homes, fabricated rubber products,
mechanical rubber goods, and automotive trim-
mings).

Considerable insight into the cluster can be
gained by studying the relative presence or ab-
sence of key supplier sectors to its core industry
segments. For example, key suppliers to motor
vehicle parts and car bodies include motor ve-
hicle parts/accessories, automotive stampings,
miscellaneous plastic products, automotive and
apparel trimmings, and refrigeration and heat-
ing equipment. Together, those five sectors em-
ploy over 6,600 people in Kentucky and post an
employment location quotient of 1.6. Even
though we lack information on the direct trad-
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ing patterns of Kentucky companies, that is nev-
ertheless at least modest evidence of the strength
of the supply base for major assemblers in the
state. Table 6.1 identifies the top five supplier
sectors for ten core vehicle cluster industries.
Other core cluster industries with a strong sup-
ply base in Kentucky include motor vehicle parts
and accessories, miscellaneous plastics, refrigera-
tion and heating equipment, and internal com-
bustion engines n.e.c.

Kentucky ’s principal weakness is in the
computer, electronics, and information technol-
ogy segments of the cluster. While the engine
electrical equipment industry is well-represented
in the state (over 3,100 workers and a location

quotient of 3.0), its own high-tech supplier in-
dustries such as semiconductors and electronic
components have only a minimal presence (in
semiconductors, no presence at all). Indeed, the
engine electrical equipment sector is dominated
by a single Hitachi branch plant located in
Harrodsburg. In interviews, industry experts at-
tributed the lack of related electronics and com-
puters activity to a dearth of skilled technicians
and engineers, with several arguing that gradu-
ates from the state’s colleges and universities are
too few in number and sometimes inadequately
prepared.

The problem can be illustrated vividly with
an analysis of Kentucky ’s occupational mix. Spe-

White bar: Percent share total cluster
employment, KY, 1999

Grey bar: Percent share total cluster
employment, U.S., 1998

* Data suppressed to meet confidential-
ity guidelines.

** Average U.S. wage over $40,000

Source: Minnesota IMPLAN Group, Inc.
ES-202 files and Kentucky Department

for Employment Services.

*

*

Figure 6.1

Industry mix, motor vehicle manufacturing cluster
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Table 6.1
Top five suppliers to each major motor vehicle manufacturing sector
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cifically, we identified a set of occupations pre-
dominant in the electronics and information
technology industries, and then expanded the
list to include additional occupations that require
similar skills but fall mainly into other industries.
Identifying all workers in this expanded “skill
group” offers a rough indication of the extent of
the Kentucky labor pool in electronics and infor-
mation technology (see Table 6.2).

As it turns out, roughly the same share of
Kentuckians are employed in occupations that
are critical to the electronics, computers, and in-
formation technology industries as the national
average (the employment location quotient is
essentially 1.0). However, Kentucky ’s distribu-
tion is significantly skewed toward the lower-
skilled occupations in the group. Kentucky ’s pool
of high-skill professional workers such as elec-
tronic engineers, computer engineers, computer

programmers, and system analysts is small and,
in relative terms, is well below the national av-
erage (with a location quotient of just 0.6). At the
same time, the state’s pool of lower-skill electron-
ics and IT workers is slightly over-represented
(location quotient of 1.1).

The relative mix of high- and low-skill IT/
electronics workers is consistent with the mix of
activity in the information technology cluster, as
we demonstrate below. The statistics also con-
firm the concerns of many of our interviewees.
Several of the experts we interviewed argued
that the state may lose its edge in motor vehicles
in the 21st century because firms in the region
are not involved in significant innovation and
R&D like their competitors in Ohio and Michi-
gan. While the state’s production labor force is
abundant and efficient, it lacks a sufficient pool
of highly skilled and technical labor that can at-
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tract and retain highly technologically sophisti-
cated and R&D-intensive facilities. Moreover, as
we noted above, such facilities, and the related
technology infrastructure they engender, are a
critical foundation for high-technology growth.
The contrast between the occupational mix of
electronics, computers and IT can clearly be seen
in Table 6.3, which reports key occupations in
motor vehicle manufacturing (SIC 373). Key oc-
cupations in the latter are mostly moderately
skilled precision production workers. Those are
certainly good jobs compared to many in the
state’s nondurable manufacturing industries, but

a larger base of innovation-oriented jobs and
activities are important for the state’s longer-term
growth.

Vehicle Production across the State. Chap-
ter 5 found that the motor vehicle cluster is con-
centrated primarily along the I-64 and I-75 corri-
dors. What was clear was that the cluster as a
whole is not as geographically concentrated in
Kentucky as it is in neighboring states. Indeed,
vehicle cluster firms in Kentucky are located in a
large number of counties. That is good in the
sense that both urban and rural communities in
the state are enjoying the benefits of the cluster ’s
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growth. However, it also likely reflects the
satellite-oriented production in Kentucky, that is,
the predominance of branch plants that have
stronger linkages to home corporations in other
states or overseas than with neighboring firms.
Thus geographic proximity, and the innovation-
inducing spatial externalities and localized
spillovers that come with it, may not be as char-
acteristic of Kentucky ’s motor vehicles cluster as
some others in the U.S. (e.g. in Detroit).

Even with relatively even distribution (at
least compared to other states), there are still sev-
eral dominant areas of vehicle cluster activity in
Kentucky. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 plot the locations
of firms and employees in core industries in the
cluster and identify major companies and their
locations.15  Establishments are concentrated in
Lexington, Louisville and northern Kentucky.
Other areas of the state, for example Bowling
Green and Elizabethtown, are major employ-
ment centers given the presence of few large
plants. Some 81 percent of workers in the core
automotive industries are employed in branch
plants although branch plants account for only
14 percent of all core enterprises.

It is important to emphasize that we can-
not know for sure how many transactions are
occurring among motor vehicle and equipment
manufacturing firms within Kentucky. However,
there is anecdotal evidence that internal supply
chains and associated inter-firm networks are
developing. Toyota provides an example of de-
veloping interactions among firms linked
through buyer-supplier chains within the state.
The company-initiated association of its suppli-
ers, the Blue Grass Auto Manufacturers Associa-
tion, is a useful mechanism for the exchange of
ideas and joint problem-solving. Toyota support
centers send engineers to work closely with sup-
plier firms to help them meet company specifi-
cations and improve quality. In addition, Toyota
supports and works with the University of
Kentucky ’s Center for Robotics and Manufactur-
ing Systems to transfer lean manufacturing con-
cepts and technologies to other firms both in-
side and outside of the automotive industry. Ford
Motor Company also uses similar mechanisms
in dealing with its suppliers.

Unfortunately, at the industry level, there
have been few attempts to promote interaction

Figure 6.2
Core motor vehicle manufacturing enterprises by county
Source: Kentucky Department for Employment Services
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and establish venues for joint problem-solving
and innovation among motor vehicle cluster
firms. The Kentucky Auto-Truck Industry Coun-
cil, the only industry level organization repre-
senting motor vehicle firms in Kentucky, has not
been involved in any active role to promote in-
teractions or form a broader alliance within the
industry.

Information Technology:
A Potential Cluster
The U.S. information technology (IT) value-chain
cluster is made up of 50 four-digit SIC industries,
including electronics and computers, electrical
equipment and appliances, navigation and space
equipment, scientific instruments, and computer
programming services and software. In 1998, the
cluster employed 4.2 million workers in 168,000
enterprises and generated the third largest pay-
roll among the 28 value-chain clusters (roughly
$240.5 billion). Nationwide, IT cluster workers
earn $57,565 annually, 181 percent of the aver-
age private sector wage. Between 1989 and 1998,
employment in IT expanded by 1.6 percent an-
nually, slightly lower than the employment

growth rate for the private sector as a whole (at
1.8 percent annual growth). That rate, however,
masks significant growth in selected components
of the cluster (namely software and information
services). During the 1990s, employment in the
hardware segments of the IT cluster expanded
little or suffered declines as firms exploited pro-
ductivity gains and relocated plants to Mexico
and overseas. At the same time, employment in
software and programming services grew sig-
nificantly.

Those trends become clear if we break the
cluster into its major components, where the lat-
ter are defined as major industry groups that
make up the value chain. The 50 sectors fall into
roughly six segments: computers and office ma-
chines, electrical equipment, semiconductors and
electronics, aerospace and navigation equip-
ment, scientific instruments, and computer ser-
vices and software (see Table 6.4). While com-
puters/office machines and computer services
and software arguably form the core of the IT
cluster, semiconductors and electronics, electri-
cal equipment, and scientific instruments are all
key suppliers in the chain as well as, in some

Figure 6.3
Core motor vehicles employment by county
Source: Kentucky Department for Employment Services
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cases, purchasers of computers and computer
services. Aerospace and navigation equipment
falls into the chain because of their heavy use of
information technology.

Nationwide, 38 percent of IT cluster work-
ers are in the computer services and software
industry (see Table 6.4). Semiconductors/elec-
tronics and scientific instruments employ an-
other 15 percent each while electrical equipment
employs 13 percent. During the 1990s, the stron-
gest employment growth occurred in computer
services and software (9.1 percent growth annu-
ally), followed by semiconductors and electron-
ics (at 1.1 percent annually). Employment fell in
four of six major cluster components, most pre-
cipitously in aerospace and navigation equip-
ment.

Kentucky’s IT Cluster. If a cluster is defined
as a large, critical mass of activity in a given set
of related industries, Kentucky cannot claim an
information technology cluster. Kentucky ’s IT
cluster consists of roughly 1,400 establishments,
34,500 workers, and $1.4 billion in annual pay-
roll.16  Forty-six percent of Kentucky ’s employ-
ment in the cluster is in computer services and

software, followed by computers and office ma-
chines (20 percent), electrical equipment (16 per-
cent), and scientific instruments (12 percent). On
the whole, the cluster is under-represented in the
state. Nationwide, IT activity accounts for
roughly 4 percent of total private sector employ-
ment. In Kentucky, that share is only just over 2
percent.

Though IT activity is modest in Kentucky,
it has been growing rapidly. Between 1989 and
1999, employment expanded by 4.1 percent an-
nually, well above the U.S. average 1.6 percent.
The state also posted at least nominal growth in
all six of the cluster ’s major segments, with com-
puter services and software, scientific instru-
ments, and electrical equipment recording the
biggest relative gains (see Table 6.4). (Note that
the exponential growth of the aerospace and
navigation equipment segment was due prima-
rily to its small size in 1989; it still consists of
fewer than five establishments and less than 200
workers.)

With the exception of one cluster segment—
the small aerospace and navigation equipment
industry—Kentucky ’s IT cluster firms pay well
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below national average wages. For example, the
U.S. average wage in computer and office ma-
chines is slightly over $71,000, compared to just
under $50,000 in Kentucky. Similarly, large dif-
ferences are found in electrical equipment, semi-
conductors and electronics, scientific instru-
ments, and computer services and software.
Overall, the IT cluster in Kentucky paid an aver-
age wage of $40,656 in 1999, 71 percent of the
U.S. average for IT in 1998. Accounting for infla-
tion, Kentucky ’s wage is about 69 percent of the
national average. A very modest part of the wage
gap can be traced to cost of living differences,
although Kentucky ’s cost of living, particularly
in its urban centers where IT is predominantly
concentrated, would not be expected to be sig-
nificantly lower than the national average. Most
of the gap is probably explained by the concen-
tration of activity in lower-technology, standard-
ized or cost-sensitive segments within IT (e.g.,
peripheral equipment in the computer and of-
fice machines segment, back office information
processing in the software and computer services
segment, engines/electrical equipment and re-
lays/controls in the electrical equipment seg-
ment, and plating/polishing and environmental
controls in the scientific instruments segment).

Core Industries and Firms. Our data allow
us to be even more specific about the mix and
growth in Kentucky ’s IT cluster. Table 6.5 reports
basic trends for eleven core industries, that is,
those four-digit SIC sectors that make up the
computers and software/services segments, ex-
cluding three computer services management
sectors (computer rental/leasing, maintenance
and repair, and miscellaneous services). It is clear
from the table that Kentucky ’s existing relative
strengths are in computer peripheral equipment
and data processing/preparation; both are sig-
nificantly over-represented in the state relative
to the national average. Computer peripheral
equipment, however, is driven almost exclusively
by Lexmark International in Lexington, a lead-
ing manufacturer of desktop and office printers.
Indeed, Lexmark is the largest IT enterprise in
the state, with over 5,000 workers according to
company officials. While Lexmark itself was es-
sentially “spun-out” of IBM’s printer manufac-
turing business, the company has not yet been
responsible for any related IT equipment spin-offs.

In Kentucky, the data processing and prepa-
ration industry consists mainly of contract back
office operations and call centers, thus account-
ing for the comparatively low wage in the sector
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(at $28,864). Major employers are National Pro-
cessing Company, Sykes Incorporated, Auto-
matic Data Processing, Banc One Services Cor-
poration, and First Tennessee Bank. Together, the
data processing industry and Lexmark account
for 37 percent of all core IT cluster employment.
There is limited evidence of an emerging base of
IT solutions providers, as well as a growing num-
ber of software and Internet start-ups. Among
the larger of the solutions providers are Keane
Incorporated and Image Entry Incorporated (im-
age entry and data conversion services).

The vast majority of software and computer
services firms are extremely small. Cross-listing
our database with available directories and on-
line sources, we found that only 142 out of
slightly over 1,000 software and computer ser-
vices companies operating in the state employ
10 or more workers. Over half (56 percent) of
those firms are located in Louisville while an-
other 18 percent are located in Lexington. Some
800 software/services companies employ 3 or
fewer workers. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 plot the dis-
tribution of core cluster establishments (those in
the industries reported in Table 6.5) and employ-
ment. While IT establishments are relatively
evenly distributed throughout the state, employ-
ment is highly concentrated in Louisville and
Lexington.

Biotechnology: Trends and Prospects
Relatively little is known about the extent and
growth of the biotechnology industry in the U.S.
There is considerable disagreement about appro-
priate definitions of biotech activity, and most
current government sources of employment,
wage, income, and output data inadequately
capture the industry due to its highly special-
ized nature. One recent Ernst & Young study
estimates total biotech-related jobs in the U.S. at
437,400 in 1999, biotech revenues at $47 billion,
and R&D spending at $11 billion. The study in-
cluded both biotech companies and related sup-
pliers and service providers. It also noted that
the industry as a whole has not yet reached a
state of profitability since marketable products
are still some years away for many companies.17

Ultimately, the industry is expected to generate

considerable profits once research shifts to de-
velopment and commercialization.

Not surprisingly, biotechnology is in a na-
scent state of development in Kentucky. There is
no critical mass of biotechnology firms, and ac-
cordingly, specialized suppliers and service pro-
viders are few. Using ES-202 data, existing direc-
tories, Internet searches, interviews, and an
email-based inquiry of experts, we identified
some 40 biotech firms in the state, most of them
extremely small and recently formed. A survey
targeted to those firms netted only 15 responses,
despite repeated telephone follow-ups, so our
knowledge of the industry remains limited.
However, what responses were received empha-
sized the key role of the state government and
Kentucky universities in supporting biotechnology-
related growth and development. Most biotech-
nology firms in Kentucky are homegrown, and
many of them were spun off from university labs.
Respondents indicated that there is a strong need
for public-sector strategies to nurture these firms.

Defining Biotechnology. Biotechnology as
an “industry” rather than science is relatively
new and consists of firms in sectors ranging from
pharmaceuticals to information technology (so-
called bioinformatics). Only in the last decade
has the biotech industry seen dramatic growth.
It is no surprise, then, that various existing stud-
ies use slightly different definitions of biotech-
nology to define the sector. For example, the Bio-
technology Industry Organization (BIO) defines
biotechnology as “the use of the cellular and
molecular processes to solve problems or make
products,” while the recent Ernst & Young re-
port defined biotechnology as “companies that
are primarily engaged in biotechnology activities”
as laid out by BIO. Excluded from Ernst &
Young’s definition are pharmaceuticals without
distinct biotech divisions, contract research or-
ganizations (e.g. Quintiles), and equipment
manufacturers.

For this study, we defined biotechnology
firms very generally as companies that use liv-
ing organisms, cells, and biological molecules to
make useful products. Such companies use im-
proved understanding of biological processes
and new technologies to engineer better health,
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Figure 6.4

Core information technology enterprises by county
Source: Kentucky Department for Employment Services

Figure 6.5
Core information technology employment by county
Source: Kentucky Department for Employment Services
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environmental, food, and industrial products
and services. The definition includes some firms
often classified as diagnostic, reagent/assay, or
pharmaceutical; general service organizations
(e.g., research labs); and firms engaged in neu-
roscience, genome initiatives, and genetic data
management and mining (bioinformatics). En-
terprises categorized as medicinal chemicals and
botanicals (SIC 2833), pharmaceutical prepa-
rations (SIC 2834), diagnostic substances (SIC
2835), biological products (SIC 2836), and
commercial physical research (SIC 8731)
were initially included and later parsed out
after collecting additional information. Of
course, some legitimate biotechnology firms
are buried in more traditional industry clas-
sifications well outside the health sciences.

Identifying Biotechnology Companies
in Kentucky. Based on our definition, we first
identified firms using ES-202 microdata sup-
plied for research purposes by the Kentucky
Department for Employment Services, La-
bor Market Information Division. We ini-
tially included enterprises categorized as
medicinals and botanicals, pharmaceutical
preparations, diagnostic substances, biologi-
cal products, and commercial physical re-
search. We then used databases developed
by researchers in Kentucky, proprietary da-
tabases (e.g. IBInternet), and directories
freely available on the Web to further refine
the list and add additional firms. We also
sent an email message to fifteen industry
experts and public officials in the state
knowledgeable about the industry, provid-
ing them with a list of our firms and asking
them to verify those we had listed and to
identify any missing companies. That pro-
cess yielded 68 firms. We then attempted to
call each of the 68 enterprises to determine
which of them are still operating in Ken-
tucky. In the end, we were able to confirm
the existence of 42 biotechnology establish-
ments; they are listed in Table 6.6.

Kentucky’s Biotechnology Industry. As
the number of biotechnology firms identi-
fied indicates, activities in biotechnology-re-

lated industries in Kentucky are very limited. In
the traditional sense, Kentucky does not have a
biotechnology cluster. The 42 companies are con-
centrated in the Lexington and Louisville areas
(see Figure 6.6), where connections to universi-
ties, skilled labor, and advanced infrastructure
(e.g., scheduled air service) are available.
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Although there is no critical mass of bio-
technology firms within the state, there are some
firms with potential, especially in the pharma-
ceutical and animal-product areas. For example,
industry experts we interviewed singled out
Altech, Transduction Laboratory, Advanced
Chemtech, and Peptides International as espe-
cially promising companies. Pharmaceuticals
and animal products-related biotech account for
more than half of all biotechnology firms iden-
tified.

The lack of a serious critical mass of com-
mercial biotechnology activity in Kentucky is a
hindrance to the industry ’s continued develop-
ment. We found, for example, anecdotal evidence
that a number of firms that initially started up in
Kentucky subsequently moved to other states
where with larger complements of biotechnol-
ogy research and associated venture capital (e.g.
California, Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts). It
is worth noting that many of the 42 biotechnol-
ogy firms are homegrown and affiliated with

universities, especially the University of Ken-
tucky. While there is no question that the con-
tinued strengthening of the University of
Kentucky ’s research capacity is critical for the
further development of the biotechnology indus-
try, what is unclear is whether the state can re-
tain promising biotechnology start-ups out of the
University of Kentucky and other universities.

Biotechnology Survey. To obtain a better pic-
ture of the biotechnology industry in Kentucky
and to characterize (however possible) its cur-
rent relative competitiveness, we sent out a de-
tailed mail questionnaire to the 42 identified bio-
technology firms. The survey instrument was
designed to solicit company views about the
competitiveness of the biotech industry in Ken-
tucky. Forty-one questions investigated four
major issues: the regional business environment,
regulatory conditions and policy, industry orga-
nization and strategy, and the state of the envi-
ronment for innovation in Kentucky.18  Several
companies explicitly refused to complete the
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survey, citing confidentiality concerns and com-
pany policies against responding.19  Telephone
follow-ups and two rounds of instrument mail-
ings yielded fifteen usable responses.20  The fol-
lowing sections broadly summarize the princi-
pal findings from the survey.

Regional Business Environment. Several
questions inquired about business climate and
infrastructure issues in the firm’s immediate re-
gion and Kentucky as a whole (see Table 6.7). In
general, respondents praised the state’s research
facilities, communication infrastructure, labor
pools (especially scientists and engineers), gen-
erally low cost of doing business, and low cost
of living. Respondents also indicated that the
quality of life in Kentucky eases recruitment and
retention of key employees. However, over two
out of three of them mentioned that access to
venture capital is very difficult. About one-third
indicated that quality of transportation is poor
and that knowledge transfer from research in-
stitutions to the industry rarely happens. Accord-
ing to one of our interviewees, it is not only the
lack of overall venture capital in Kentucky that
is the problem, but that most investors and pos-
sible sources of venture capital in the state lack
familiarity with the biotechnology industry.
Thus, innovation-oriented industries like infor-
mation technology may have more success at-
tracting venture capital since that industry is
better understood.

Regulatory Conditions and Policy. A series
of questions sought firms’ views of the current
regulatory and policy environment in the state
(see Table 6.8). With two exceptions, responses
were neutral. Two thirds of the firms said state
government’s support for investment in R&D
(e.g. funding business incubators, cost-sharing
incentives, organizing partnerships or creating
consortia) is not sufficient, while about half be-
lieve the state’s overall responsiveness and abil-
ity to work with the needs of business is low.

Industry Organization and Strategy. Eleven
questions queried firms about their customers,
competitors, access to key supplies and services,
the nature of competition in their region and
Kentucky, and industry associations and organi-
zations (see Table 6.9). Responses indicated that
there are currently too few opportunities for in-
ter-firm collaboration and cooperation in Ken-
tucky. Four-fifths of respondents indicated that
specialized suppliers of their businesses are not
available inside Kentucky, while those that are
available appear to be of low quality. In addition,
more than half of respondents said firms and
organizations in the biotechnology industry
rarely exchange ideas with each other and rarely
participate in industry- or cluster-wide initiatives
or programs. While there are general business
forums in the state’s urban centers, where net-
working and collaboration might occur, none are
tailored to the biotechnology sector.
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Kentucky’s Environment for Innovation.
Twelve questions solicited views regarding the
environment for innovation in Kentucky. We
asked about the importance of firms’ relation-
ships with various organizations in Kentucky
(universities, community colleges, research in-
stitutions, consumers, other biotechnology firms,
suppliers, venture capital firms, industry asso-
ciations, and business assistance centers) for gen-
erating new ideas and developing and commer-
cializing new products. Few of those organiza-
tions were cited as important to the product de-
velopment and commercialization process (see
Table 6.10). However, 42 percent of firms re-
sponded that universities in Kentucky provide
frequent input for generating new ideas, which
confirms the importance of universities and

university-industry partnerships for the biotech-
nology industry ’s future development.

Only one firm indicated that local organi-
zations are helpful for developing business con-
tacts and getting business advice. That would
seem to indicate that state and local business as-
sistance programs are not in high demand
among biotech firms. However, several of our
interviewees identified a need not only for quali-
fied engineers and scientists, but also for quality
business graduates capable of preparing and
guiding the implementation of business plans.
Without sufficient business management talent,
university researchers are inclined to sell new
products and innovations to established corpo-
rations (often out of state), rather than bring a
start-up into operation.
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Table 6.8

Biotech survey findings, regulatory conditions and policy

Table 6.9

Biotech survey findings, industry organization and strategy
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In terms of potential state and local gov-
ernment policies to improve innovation and the
general competitiveness of the biotechnology
industry, respondents emphasized building part-
nerships with industry and universities (83 per-
cent), improving primary and secondary educa-
tion (67 percent), supporting the specific needs
of start-ups (67 percent), and increasing fund-
ing for university research (67 percent). In addi-
tion, 58 percent of respondents identified the lack
of tax incentives and other inducements appro-
priate for small technology start-ups (as opposed
to large manufacturers) as a significant barrier
for business expansion in Kentucky.
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Most biotechnology firms are located in
Kentucky for one or both of two reasons: first,
Kentucky is the chief executive’s residence, and
second, the firm was spun-off from a Kentucky
university (see Table 6.11). The University of
Kentucky, including the Coldstream Research Park,
is perhaps the most critical asset for the biotech-
nology industry in Kentucky (although
several of our interviewees indicated that there
is strong demand for research/lab space closer
to UK than Coldstream).21  Forty-two percent of
respondents indicated “luck” as the reason for
their location in Kentucky, while 25 percent cited
the state's quality of life.
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Table 6.10

Biotech survey findings, innovation environment

Table 6.11

Biotech survey findings,
reasons for location in Kentucky
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Endnotes
1 Feser, E. J., and K. Koo, High-Tech Clusters in North Carolina (Raleigh, NC, North

Carolina Board of Science and Technology, 2001).
2 That information may be quantitative or qualitative in nature (e.g. in the case of the

latter, obtained via interviews).
3 The benchmarking approach to industry cluster analysis is described more generally

in “National industry cluster templates: A framework for applied regional cluster
analysis,” by E. J. Feser and E. M. Bergman, Regional Studies 34 (1), 2000, pp. 1-20.

4 Note that by “exporting,” we mean any sector that does not serve a primarily local
market. “Exports” may be from the state or region in question to other states, regions,
or overseas. Note also that our concern is with sectors that could, in principle, export,
not necessarily those that are exporting at the present time.

5 Contact Professor Edward Feser, Department of City and Regional Planning, CB 3140,
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3140, feser@email.unc.edu.

6 Note that we used occupational utilization data to help identify four clusters listed in
Table 3.1: securities and insurance, banking and advertising, legal services, and
transportation, shipping, and logistics. These are essentially hybrid labor skill/value-
chain clusters. Table 3.3 reports a grouping of industries based purely on labor skill
demands.

7 Skill data for each occupation were derived from the Occupational Information
Network (ONET), U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administra-
tion. ONET, a replacement to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, catalogs attributes
of detailed occupations in the U.S. economy.

8 As in the case of the value-chain cluster, data reduction methods (statistical cluster
analysis and factor analysis) were used to group industries. A detailed discussion of
the methodology is available upon request.

9 The underlying industrial composition of the labor skill clusters is reported in Appen-
dix Table 3.

10 n.e.c. = not elsewhere classified.
11 An extensive discussion of the local G can be found in Ord, J. K., and A. Getis, “Local

spatial autocorrelation statistics: Distributional issues and an application,” Geographical
Analysis, vol. 27, pp. 286-306, 1995. The skewed urban size distribution tends to limit
the effectiveness of the G statistic when very large counties are compared to very
small ones. Therefore, we use the natural log of employment in calculating the local G
to dampen the size distribution effect.

12 Kentucky’s houseboat cluster is reviewed in detail in Clusters in Rural Areas: Auto
Supply Chains in Tennessee and Houseboat Manufacturers in Kentucky, by S. Rosenfeld, C.
Liston, M. Kingslow, and E. Forman (Chapel Hill, NC, Regional Technology Strategies,
2000).
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13 From Henry Ford’s introduction of cost-minimizing, mass production techniques to
produce the revolutionary Model T, the motor vehicle industry has been a major
source of product and process innovations that have shaped large-scale manufactur-
ing worldwide.

14 There is some information in the state’s ES-202 files regarding the branch plant status
of individual vehicle cluster establishments. However, the ES-202 statistics do not
closely parallel Harris InfoSource data maintained by the Kentucky Cabinet for
Economic Development and Kentucky Chamber of Commerce. The ES-202 figures
suggest that the number of branch establishments in the state is more modest than
commonly believed while the Harris information suggests the opposite. In the end,
the Harris data collected by Kentucky Cabinet for Economic Development probably
provide a more accurate sense of branch plant dominance in Kentucky vehicle
manufacturing since they are restricted to narrowly defined auto manufacturing
sectors, whereas the ES-202 data are assembled for a broader vehicle manufacturing
cluster that includes secondary and tertiary supplier industries that may also supply
non-vehicle producers.

15 Note that the map lists major companies strictly to identify the cluster ’s core firms;
the underlying employment figures are for all companies in the selected core seg-
ments of the cluster.

16 It is important to note that Kentucky data used in this study are from 1999. Given the
rapid growth of information technology in the state and nationwide, it is likely that
the report fails to capture the presence of some IT companies that started up or
located in the state in the last 1-2 years.

17 The Economic Contributions of the Biotechnology Industry to the U.S. Economy, Ernst &
Young Economics Consulting and Quantitative Analysis (prepared for the Biotechnol-
ogy Industry Association), May 2000.

18 A copy of the instrument is provided in the Appendix.
19 Two companies that refused claimed they were in the pharmaceutical rather than

biotechnology business. Because we explicitly included pharmaceuticals in our
biotechnology definition, we retained the firms in our list of 42 enterprises.

20 Business surveys often yield response rates from 15-20 percent. In relative terms, the
biotech survey was successful (i.e. roughly 35 percent response). However, subsequent
survey efforts may have to employ even more aggressive follow-up in order to obtain
a larger sample of responses.

21 One interviewee noted that empty tobacco warehouses nearby the UK campus could
be adapted for use as biotechnology business incubators, permitting closer interaction
between campus researchers and firms. The absence of suitable lab space for biotech-
nology companies is a problem in many states, and adaptive reuse of older properties
is a common solution.




